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ABSTRACT

M odular m ultilevel converters (M M C) have gained prom inence for high power 

applications in recent years due to their technical m erits such as voltage scalability, harm onic 

perform ance, and high efficiency. Integration o f renew able energy sources such as solar 

photovoltaic (PV) systems and energy storage systems (ESS) to the grid using power 

electronic (PE) resources is increasing due to the techno-econom ic successes achieved by 

such systems. Following these developm ents, the integration o f M M Cs w ith PV  plants and 

ESS systems is one o f the dynam ic research avenues being pursued. A long these lines, an 

integrated developm ent o f PV  plants, ESS, and alternating- and direct-current (ac/dc) power 

plants through M ulti-port A utonom ous Reconfigurable Solar (M ARS) systems is proposed.

The m ain research focus is on the m odeling, control, and benefits o f M ARS systems 

com pared to the discrete developm ent o f state-of-the-art PV, ESS, and HV dc links. U ltra

fast high fidelity M ARS HV dc m odels are developed to test advanced control algorithm s. 

The advanced control algorithm s include synchronverter-based (SG-based) control and 

grid forming predictive control m ethods. The grid forming control m ethods are defined as 

the control m ethods that regulate converter output voltage w ithout any phase-locked loop 

(PLL) m echanism s. The proposed grid forming predictive control is based on the m odel 

based predictive control (M BPC-based) for frequency support and also includes traditional 

voltage support control. The proposed control algorithm s in the M ARS control architecture 

are evaluated for various short circuit ratio (SCR) and inertia conditions. To illustrate the 

technical benefits o f M ARS systems, the M ARS system architecture is com pared w ith the 

discrete developm ent o f state-of-the-art PV  plants and hybrid PV  plants. In addition, the 

M ARS system is proposed as a prom ising solution to the m om entary cessation problem  

often seen in PE-based resources connected to low SCR and low inertia grids.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. MOTIVATION & PROBLEM STATEMENT

As the penetration o f power electronic (PE) based power plants increases, the inertia 

o f the electric grid system is reduced resulting new stability challenges [1]. Grid-forming 

inverters connecting photovoltaic systems (PV) to the grid and energy storage systems 

(ESSs) are likely to play an im portant role in addressing these stability concerns. M oreover, 

high-voltage direct current (HVdc) links em ploying such systems w ill also be a enabler to 

transfer power from  rem otely located PV  power plants and to improve grid stability. W ith 

the increased penetration o f PV, the discrete developm ent o f PV and ESS connecting to 

transm ission ac grid and HV dc links is one o f the solutions for stable operation o f the grid. 

Therefore, an integrated concept for the integration o f PV  and ESS to the transm ission ac 

grid and H V dc links called M ulti-Port Autonom ous Reconfigurable Solar (M ARS) system is 

proposed. This dissertation focuses on the m odeling, control, and application o f the M ARS 

system. A dvanced grid forming control m ethods for M ARS using traditional and predictive 

control m ethods are proposed and are com pared w ith grid following control m ethods. 

The grid forming controllers are the controllers that regulate the PE-based converter's 

instantaneous term inal voltages w ithout any phase-locked loop (PLL) and can co-exist 

w ith other grid-forming, grid-following, and synchronous resources in the same alternate 

current (ac) grid [2]. The grid following controllers are the controllers that estim ate the 

instantaneous angle o f the PE-based converter's term inal voltage w ith the help o f PLL and 

use a current control loop to regulate the ac current injected into the ac grid [2]. Additionally,
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the M ARS system is proposed as a potential solution to reduce the m om entary cessation 

problem  seen in PE based systems. The proposed solution is com pared w ith traditional and 

m odified approaches.

1.2. DISSERTATION OUTLINE

The dissertation is organized as follows: in the introduction section, m ethods em 

ployed to develop the ultra-fast high fidelity M ARS HV dc m odels are described. The 

ultra-fast C PU  sim ulation algorithm  used to sim ulate the M ARS system is com prised o f a 

hybrid discretization algorithm  w ith a relaxation technique that reduces the im posed com 

putational burden and employs a m ulti-rate m ethod. These high fidelity and high efficiency 

sim ulation approaches are o f param ount im portance because the sim ulation o f the M ARS 

systems using traditional existing software m ay be com putationally burdensom e. The ultra

fast high fidelity m odels will potentially result in faster developm ent and testing o f control 

m ethods and their im plem entation. The developed m odels are used in all o f the papers 

contained in this dissertation. In Paper I, a synchronverter based (SG -based) frequency 

control and a voltage control for the M ARS system are proposed. The proposed control 

m ethods are tested for high penetration o f renew able energy scenarios and com pared with 

grid following control m ethods. In Paper II, a m odel based predictive control (M BPC) for 

frequency response in the M ARS system is proposed. The proposed control m ethod is 

tested for various short circuit ratio (SCR) conditions. In Paper III, a grid forming predic

tive control for frequency support in the M ARS system is proposed along w ith a voltage 

support control for high penetration o f renew able energy scenarios and rem ote integration 

scenarios. The proposed m ethod is validated on real-tim e OPAL-RT sim ulators. In addition 

to the offline and online evaluation o f the control m ethods, theoretical proofs for the im 

proved perform ance of the proposed control m ethods are provided. Finally in Paper IV, the 

M ARS system is presented as a solution for the m om entary cessation problem . M om entary 

cessation is w hen the PE-based resources cease to operate and inject zero current to the
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ac grid [1]. This phenom enon has been a challenging problem  in the high penetration of 

PE-based systems. In addition, the M ARS solution is com pared w ith other typical solutions 

for m om entary cessation using discrete developm ent o f PV  and ESS systems along with 

upgrades. The upgrades include synchronous condensers, capacitor banks, and dam pers.

1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS

The m ain contributions o f this dissertation are:

• To develop ultra-fast high fidelity M ARS system HVdc m odels based on state space 

m odels and sim ulation algorithm s that accurately represent the M ARS system.

• To develop and im plem ent com prehensive SG -based control m ethod that includes, 

governor control, inertial control, frequency control, reactive power control, voltage 

control, and overcurrent protection for the M ARS system.

• To develop and evaluate a grid forming predictive control m ethod for the M ARS 

system.

• To propose solutions for the m om entary cessation problem  that include the M ARS 

system, the discrete developm ent o f PV plants w ith upgrades, and discrete hybrid PV 

plants w ith upgrades.

1.4. MARS MATHEMATICAL MODELS

D ue to their attractive features, m odular m ultilevel converters (M M Cs) and their 

variants such as alternate arm  converters (AACs) [3] and cascaded two-level converters 

(CTLs) [4] have achieved com m ercial success in the recent years [5, 6]. The technical and 

econom ic m erits o f solar integrated systems (PV) and energy storage systems (ESS) have 

increased the installation pace o f renew able sources across the U nited States. These two 

achievem ents have led to growing interest in research on the integration o f PV  and ESS
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Figure 1.1. C ircuit configuration o f M ARS

systems to M M Cs. To address these challenges, the integration o f PV and ESS systems 

through a new topology called the M ulti-Port A utonom ous Reconfigurable Solar (M A RS) 

plant is proposed. The M ARS system  circuit configuration is novel and unique when 

com pared to the circuit configurations o f PV and ESS integrated M M C systems proposed 

in previous research endeavors [7, 8, 9, 10]. The research works in [7, 8, 9, 10] explore 

either PV systems or battery-based energy storage systems (BESS)or both, and neglect to 

consider m ore than 15 subm odules (SM s) per arm. In the M ARS system, norm al SM s, PV 

SM s and ESS SM s are co-located in an arm  of a phase leg with m ore than 200 SMs. The 

total num ber o f SM s in a three phase M ARS system  can exceed 1200 and the num ber o f 

states can be greater than 7000. D ue to the presence of thousands of states and hundreds o f 

SM s, the sim ulation of the M ARS system  is com putationally com plex and tim e consum ing. 

Also, M ARS systems are num erically stiff, w hich adds to the com putational com plexity and 

long sim ulation tim es. These issues necessitate a novel sim ulation algorithm  to sim ulate 

the M ARS system. Therefore it is im portant to m odel and sim ulate the M ARS system  with 

an algorithm  capable of reducing the im posed com putational burden.
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d P j j  d n ,j
d t J d t

Vdc
( J o +  L s ) j s ^  — ( R o +  R s ) ip,y +  R s in , j  +  2  Vj  V cm VP,j, V J  6  ( a , b , c ') t

(1.1a)

dz'n / dzp / _ _ Vdc
( J o + j s) _d t j s d t — — (Ro + Rs) in,j + Rsip,j + 2 + VJ + Vcm — VnJ, VJ 6 ( a , b , c ) ,

(1.1b) 

(1.1c)
Np

VyJ — ^   ̂ V smnorm,y,l,y + ^   ̂ Vsmpv,y,lJ + ^   ̂ V smess,y,lj
1—1 l—Nnorm+1 1—Npv+1

Nx Nx
^  Vsmx,y,lJ — ^  [Syl1 J Vcy,lJ + { l 1 ^yl1,y) l 1 ^yl2,y) Vcy,lj} sgn ( fy j) ] ’
l—lx l—lx

Vy 6 (p, n), V / 6 (a,b,c)  

where

(1.1d)

(1.1e)

Vsmx,y,lJ — Vsmnorm,y,lj or Vsmpv,y,lJor Vsmess,y,lJ ; ^x — 1 or (N norm + 1) or (N pv + 1);

N x — N norm or (N pv) or (N  ess)

1.5. HIGH FIDELITY MARS-HVDC MODEL

Based on solar resources and load centers, an exam ple o f a M ARS system integration 

is shown in Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1, the upper arm  o f phase a is highlighted and shown. 

The M ARS circuit topology has three phases. Each phase j  6 (a, b, c) has two phase-legs, 

each phase-leg has two arm s, and each arm  y 6 (p, n) has a total o f N  SM s. The SMs 

can be a norm al half-bridge system, a half-bridge with a dc-dc converter connecting to PV 

system, or a half-bridge w ith a dc-dc converter connecting to energy storage. The SM s in 

each arm  are divided into Nnorm norm al SM s, N pv PV-SM s, and Ness ESS-SM s. The arm  

inductor is sized based on the fault current lim its and the SM  capacitor is determ ined based 

on capacitor voltage ripple requirem ents. The PV  and ESS SM inductors are sized based 

on the dc-dc converter inductor current ripple requirem ents.
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The total num ber o f states w ithin a M ARS system are (18Nnorm+ 36Npv +42N ess)+6. 

These states include the arm  currents, norm al SM  capacitor voltages, PV-SM  capacitor 

voltages, PV-SM  inductor currents, ESS-SM  capacitor voltages, ESS-SM  inductor currents, 

and sem iconductor switching states (Sylxj ). The arm  current dynam ics are given in (1.1a) 

- (1.1d). A  com prehensive description o f other term s in (1.1) and norm al SM s’ operation 

is detailed in [11] and [12].

1.6. PV SM

The PV  system is integrated into an SM using a boost converter. The inductor 

current (iLpv) dynam ics in the boost converter are given by

Tpy -  v cpv,y,lJ ( 1 Sy\3,j^  v c ,y ,lJS gn  (z‘Lpv,y ,lJ) (1.2)

The dynam ics o f SM capacitor voltages (vc,y, i j ) in the PV-SM  are given by

dvc,y,lJ v c,y,lj
iy,l,j + (1 Syl3,j) (^Lpv,y,l,ysgn (A p v ^ lj)) (1 .3)

where

iy,l,j -  Syl1,jiy,j  l 1 ^ yl1,j) l 1 S y l2 j)  s g n  ( t y j )

The PV  input capacitor dynam ics (vcpv,yj j ) are given by

^  dv cpv,y,l,y = i i
Cpv dt -  ipv,y,l,f iLpv,y,l,y (1.4)
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1.7. ESS-SM

The ESS system is integrated into the SM using a bidirectional dc-dc converter. The 

inductor current (zLess) dynam ics in the bi-directional converter are given by

diLess,y,l,y
s dT

= vcess,yU  Syi4,j  ( !  ^yi3,y) v c,y,l,j

X ( l  Syi3j) ( l  Syi4j) vcyi,j sgn (^Less,y,l,y) (1.5)

The dynam ics of the SM  capacitor voltages in the ESS-SM  are given by

^  dvc,y,l,i  _  Vc,y,l,i  , r  / 1 c \
CSM ^ Zy,lJ + ^yl4J l 1 >Jyl3j) ^Less,y,lJdi Rr

+ 11 ^yl4,y) l 1 ^yl3,y)

X (z'Less,y,lJ sgn (iLess,y,lj)) (1.6)

The ESS input capacitor dynam ics (vcess,y, l j ) are given by

Ce
dv cess,y,lj

di
^ess,y,lj ^Less,y,lJ (1.7)

Pv .

Figure 1.2. Im plem entation o f five-point m odel
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1.8. PV AND ESS MODELS

A single diode PV  m odel [13] is com putationally very expensive to im plem ent in 

real-tim e sim ulation studies, because o f the presence o f an exponential term  in the diode 

current o f the current-voltage equation. To reduce the com putational burden, a five-point 

PV m odel based on sim ulation and em pirical data is developed and validated w ith a generic 

PV  m odel in PSCAD. The prem ise o f this m odel is to generate a look-up table that outputs 

the current generated from  the PV  (ipv) based on the variation o f the voltage m easured 

at the PV term inals (vpv). The five-point m odel contains five points in the ipv-vpv curve 

obtained from  the PV  panel datasheet. The five points are (0, 7sc), (Vmp, 7mp), (Voc/2, i3), 

((V0c+Vmp)/2, i4), and (0, V0c). The term s i3 and i4 are obtained from  the ipv-vpv curves. 

The rem ainder of the currents are obtained from  extrapolating these know n points. Based 

on these extrapolated curves, ipv is generated which feeds into the dc-dc converter. The 

im plem entation is sum m arized in Figure 1.2.

The ESS m odel consists o f a voltage source E b and an internal series resistance 

R b a t t . In this m odel, the battery ’s state o f charge (SOC) is considered.

1.9. SIMULATION ALGORITHM FOR THE HIGH-FIDELITY MARS SYSTEM 
MODEL

The M ARS system can be represented as a non-linear non-autonom ous switched 

system and is derived as a system o f sem i-explicit differential algebraic equations (DAEs). 

The derived high-fidelity m odel o f the M ARS system is partitioned based on the num erical 

stiffness associated w ith the states and then the separated states are discretized using the 

hybrid discretization m ethod.
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N um erical stiffness is observed in arm  currents and inductor currents dynam ics of 

both the PV and ESS SMs under a blocked condition scenario. This is due to the presence 

o f the sgn function in (1.1d). In the capacitor voltages’ dynam ics, num erical stiffness is not 

observed, because the sgn function present in them  is treated as an external input.

The SM  capacitor voltages’ dynam ics and PV  and ESS input capacitor dynam ics, 

are discretized using forward-Euler, which is a non-stiff explicit discretization algorithm . 

Im plicit discretization algorithm s w ith stiff-decay and A-stable properties such as backward- 

Euler are used to discretize the arm  current dynam ics and inductor current dynam ics. 

In com parison to a conventional sim ulation o f the M ARS system, hybrid discretization- 

based sim ulation reduces the m atrix  size to (5x5) from  (6(Nnorm + Npv + N ess) + 5) x  

(6(Nnorm + Npv + N ess) + 5). In addition to the system m atrix  size reduction, a m atrix  size 

reduction in the dc-dc converter is also observed. If  hybrid discretization is applied as in 

[11] alone, the PV- and ESS- dc-dc converters w ill require 6(Npv + N ess) inversions o f (2x2) 

m atrices in com parison to the sim ple arithm etic com putations o f 6(N pv + N ess) equations. 

This results in a large reduction o f com putational costs as inverting a (5x5) m atrix  and 

calculating sim ple arithm etic equations is com putationally inexpensive.

lLx,y,\j

Figure 1.3. Hysteresis relaxation technique for PV- and ESS-SM
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To reduce the stiffness in the PV  and ESS SM s, a hysteresis relaxation technique is 

introduced that approxim ates the voltage across the switches in the dc-dc converters o f the 

PV  and ESS SMs. The proposed hysteresis relaxation technique is shown in Figure 1.3. In 

the case o f PV  and ESS SM, the m odified voltage across the dc-dc converter switch under 

the blocked operating condition is im plem ented as follows:

Vs3 [ k  ] _  vs3nx,y,l, j  [k ] +  *Lx,y,U [k] R x,y,l,} [k ] , (1.8)

where vs3nx,y,ij  [k ], zLx,y,ij  [k ], and R x,y,l,j [k ] are defined in (1.9) and k is the tim e instant. 

The detailed im plem entation o f the M A R S-H V dc sim ulation algorithm  is sum m arized in 

Figure 1.4.

^Zpv,y,lj/[k-l]_
rLess,y,l!/'[k“l]

i y ,[k-1]
Vc,y,l,/[k ]

iIpv,y,l!/'[k"1̂  

iLess,y, l/[ k - 1 ]

z"y,j[k]

[k ]  VC v J /[ k ]

v s3npv[k ]

v s3ness[ k ]
Rpv[k]
Ress[k]

Inductor 
Current System

iLpv,y,l!/'[k ]

iLess,y,l!/'[k ]

iLpv,y, l , / tk -1 ]  lLess,y, l / [ k - 1 ]

(k-1)h kh

Figure 1.4. D etailed im plem entation of the M A R S-H V dc sim ulation
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Vs3nx,y,l,y [ k] — "

Rx,y,l,y [ k] — "

0, if

0, if

(0 <

c,y,l,; [

0, if

0, if

Rxoff,

^Lx,y,l,/[k 2] < 0 and JLx,y,l,/[k 1] <
Vc,y,l,j [k ] '

R xoff
< 0 and
V c,y,l,y [ k ] '

> or

,y,l ,j  i R xoff

(1.9a)

■,y,l,j i ■,y,l,j i

Vc,y,l,y [ k ] ' 

R xoff
Vc,y,l,y [ k ] \ ' 

Rxoff

(1.9b)

w here iLx,y,l,y — iLpv,y,lJ or iLess,y,lJ; Rxoff — R pvoff or Ressoff; 

Vs3nx,y,lJ — V s3npv,y,lj or Vs3ness,y,lJ

y y

1.10. REDUCED-ORDER MODEL

The reduced-order m odel o f the M ARS system consists o f the equivalent m odel of 

the hardw are circuit as shown in Figure 1.5 and the upper-level controller. In the equivalent 

m odel o f the M ARS system hardw are, the voltage in each arm  is averaged to rem ove the 

switching dynam ics in (1.1d). The voltage in each arm  is m odeled using an externally 

controlled voltage source, w ith the external input signal dependent on the upper-level 

controller. In this m odel, the capacitor voltages o f all o f the SM s in the arm s are assum ed 

to be balanced and the same. The reduced-order m odel o f the M ARS system is controlled 

to generate dispatched active and reactive powers into the grid. The upper-level controller 

takes power com m ands as inputs to control the ac-side currents in the M ARS system, where 

the power com m ands are the function o f dispatch com m ands. B ased on the available PV  

and ESS power ratings, and the M ARS system active and reactive power ratings, m axim um  

and m inim um  power lim its are im posed on the upper-level controller.
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l dc

1.11. SIMULATION RESULTS & VALIDATION

The proposed algorithm  is tested on a benchm ark test system based on the Trans 

Bay Cable project in Pittsburg, California [14]. A ssum ing 150 kW, 1 kV PV  and ESS 

subm odules (SM s), the num ber o f each type o f SM  required in the Pittsburg M A R S are 

tabulated in Table 1.1. The size o f the PV  and ESS SMs are determ ined based on utilizing 

200 A, 3.3 kV SiC devices. The total num ber o f SMs per arm  are determ ined by the dc-link 

voltage in that location and based on the installed H V dc substation (in  the Trans Bay Cable 

project). The following case studies are considered to com pare the results obtained from  

the proposed sim ulation algorithm  w ith the reference results: (i) base-case w ith no PV 

and ESS generation; (ii) w ith only PV  generation (PV ); (iii) w ith only ESS discharging 

(ESS); (iv) w ith PV  generation and ESS sending power into the ac grid (discharging) (PV 

+ ESS); (v) w ith PV system and ESS system receiving (charging) (PV + ESSr); and (vi) 

w ith ESS charging (ESSr). The corresponding results are shown in Figure 1.6 - Figure 1.11 

for the M ARS Pittsburg system. The total sim ulation tim e required is 0.033 secs and the
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tim e taken for the developed algorithm  to com plete the required sim ulation is less than 10 

seconds. W hereas, the tim e taken for the H V dc reference m odels developed in PSCA D  for 

the required sim ulation is on the order of days. The im provem ent in observed speed-up in 

sim ulation tim e is about 8000 tim es. The developed m odel sim ulation results are prom ising 

in com parison to reference PSCA D  m odels w ith an accuracy of 99%.

Table 1.1. Pittsburg M ARS system  param eters

Parameter Value
System  rating 400 M W
dc bus voltage (Vdc) ±200 kV
ac side voltage (Vac) 220 kV
PV system power rating (PPV) 100 M W
ESS system  power rating (PESS) 32.8 M W
N um ber of norm al SM s per arm  (Nnorm) 102
N um ber o f PV SM s per arm  (Npv) 111
N um ber o f ESS SM s per arm  (N ess) 37
Total num ber of SM s per arm  (N) 250
A rm  inductance (L o) 30.0 mH
A rm  resistance (Ro) 0.1 Q
Grid side inductance (L s) 40.0 mH
Grid side resistance (Rs) 0.83333 Q
SM  capacitor voltage (V^m ) 1.6 kV
SM  capacitance 7.7 mF

1000
800

<  600 
o' 400 

200 
0

-200

- P S C A D  r e f  
- -D eve loped  A lg

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
Time (secs)

Figure 1.6. dc grid side currents for the base-case w ith no PV and ESS generation
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Figure 1.8. dc grid side currents w ith ESS
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Figure 1.10. dc grid  side currents with PV + ESSr
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PAPER

I. SYNCHRONVERTER-BASED CONTROL OF MULTI-PORT AUTONOMOUS 
RECONFIGURABLE SOLAR PLANTS (MARS)

ABSTRACT

The control o f integrated photovoltaic (PV) plants w ith energy storage systems 

(ESSs) has becom e an im portant research and developm ent topic in recent tim es. In this 

context, a M ulti-port Autonom ous Reconfigurable Solar (M ARS) plant that integrates PV 

and ESS to the alternating current (ac) transm ission grid and high-voltage direct current 

(HVdc) links is studied in this paper. W ith a high penetration o f power electronic-based 

resources in the grid, the g rid 's  capability to recover from  frequency or voltage distur

bances is reduced. Therefore, one o f the vital objectives o f any new grid integrated power 

electronic resource is to provide advanced control functions such as voltage and frequency 

support to the grid during disturbances. In this research work, a detailed im plem entation of 

a synchronverter-based control algorithm  for the M ARS system is presented. The proposed 

control algorithm  and the M ARS system control architecture are evaluated through sim ula

tions on a PSC A D /EM TD C sim ulation platform  to showcase the perform ance in different 

operating conditions. In addition, they are evaluated in Opal-RT offline sim ulation m odels 

which can also be used to perform  control-hardw are-in-the-loop (cHIL) tests.

Keywords: Synchronverter, HV dc, PV, ESS, VSG
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is increased interest in the planning o f m ixed high-voltage ac-dc transm ission 

systems (or hybrid transm ission systems) [1], due to the advantages provided by m odular 

m ultilevel converters (M M Cs) [2]. The integrated developm ent o f photovoltaic (PV) sys

tems and battery-based energy storage systems (ESSs) is being explored at a greater pace 

than ever before due to the associated techno-econom ic benefits. Following these develop

m ents, research on the integration of PV and ESS to high-voltage dc (HVdc) systems has 

gained prom inence in recent tim es. In this area, the integrated developm ent of PV  and ESS 

connecting to the transm ission alternating current (ac) grid and H V dc systems through a 

m ulti-port autonom ous reconfigurable solar plant (M ARS) is presented in this paper. One 

of the concerns with increased penetration o f power electronics systems in the grid is the re

duction in the g rid ’s capability to recover from  voltage or frequency disturbances. A dvanced 

control functions in power electronics systems and the use o f hybrid ac-dc systems can en

hance the stability of the grid. On this front, this paper presents a synchronverter-based 

(SG-based) control algorithm  in the M ARS system that can improve the g rid ’s capability to 

respond to voltage or frequency disturbances. The control algorithm  can provide frequency 

support during events in the grid that cause frequency disturbances. In addition to the 

frequency support, the proposed control algorithm  provides voltage support in the events 

of balanced faults, and ensures no service outages occur. Typically, service outages may 

be observed in traditional PV or ESS plants due to reduced/increased voltages or varying 

frequency during these events. The hierarchical control architecture o f the M ARS system 

is presented in this paper that can support the synchronverter-based control algorithm .

Sim ulation studies to evaluate the perform ance o f the proposed M ARS control 

architecture and synchronverter algorithm  [3], [4], [5], [6] under various test cases and 

extrem e operating conditions are perform ed on PSCAD sim ulation software. The proposed 

algorithm  is com pared w ith the V irtual Synchronous G enerator (VSG) [7], [8] control
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Transmission 
ac Grid |

Figure 1. Overview o f  the M ARS system  architecture

m ethod and the m erits o f the proposed control schem e in com parison to the V SG-based 

control m ethod are presented. The com parison is specifically shown for connection o f the 

M ARS system  to w eak and low -inertia grids, w hich are expected to grow with increased 

penetration o f power electronics-based resources in the grid. The control algorithm s are 

evaluated in Opal-RT offline sim ulations, and the m odels developed can be used to perform  

control hardw are-in-the-loop (cHIL) sim ulations in future.

A  b rief discussion o f the M ARS circuit configuration and high-fidelity electrom ag

netic transient (EM T) sim ulation m odels o f  the M ARS system  are given in Section 2. The 

overall M ARS system  control architecture is included in Section 3. A  detailed description
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of the proposed SG -based control is presented in Section 4. A  V SG -based control m ethod 

is described in Section 5. Sim ulation results are included in Section 6. D irections of future 

research work are presented in Section 7.

2. MARS SYSTEM MODELS

The overview o f the architecture of the M ARS system  is shown in Figure 1. In 

total, it has six arms, with each arm  subdivided into N norm norm al subm odules (SM s), N pv 

PV-SM s, and N ess ESS-SM s. The norm al SM s are based on half-bridges, which are also 

the front-end of PV and ESS SMs. The PV systems in the PV-SM s are connected to the 

front-end through a uni-directional dc-dc converter. The ESS systems in the ESS-SM s 

are connected to the front-end through a bidirectional dc-dc converter. The m athem atical 

m odeling is based on a sim ilar m ethod to the m athem atical m odeling o f M M Cs described 

in [9].

Figure 2. M ARS sim ulation algorithm
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The sim ulation o f M ARS systems on traditional sim ulation platform s is highly 

tim e-consum ing and com putationally expensive. Therefore it is im perative to use advanced 

m odels and fast sim ulation algorithm s to test the control architectures o f M ARS systems. 

D etailed m odels o f the M ARS system and sim ulation algorithm s to speed-up sim ulation 

are developed based on the m ethod applied to M M Cs in [9]. The developed M ARS system 

m odel is represented by differential algebraic equations (DAEs) and is segregated based 

on the num erical stiffness present in the states o f the DAEs. The segregated systems 

are then discretized based on their associated stiffness properties to reduce the im posed 

com putational complexity. The com prehensive sum m ary o f the sim ulation algorithm  to 

sim ulate the M ARS system is illustrated in Figure 2.

3. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL ARCHITECTURE OF MARS

The M ARS control system, shown in Figure 3, consists o f a: (i) L-1 controller, 

(ii) L -2 controller, and a (iii) L-3 controller. Functionalities o f the L-1 controller include 

voltage and frequency support to the grid, active and reactive power control, dc-link voltage 

control, ac-/dc-side current control, and energy balance betw een different types o f SM s (PV, 

ESS, and norm al). The voltage and frequency support in L-1 controller is based on a SG- 

based control algorithm  that determ ines the rotor angle (6sg), angular frequency (msg), and

Figure 3. M ARS control architecture
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the M ARS system three-phase output voltage eabc. The L-1 controller also determ ines the 

reference power com m ands o f the PV  and ESS in the M ARS system (P pv,ref and P ess,ref). 

The reference power com m ands o f the PV and ESS depend upon the power dispatch 

com m ands (P ac,ref, P dc,ref, and Qac,ref), the power requirem ents from  the SG -based control, 

the m axim um  available PV  power (P pv,mppt), and the rating o f the ESS SM s (Ress,rating). 

The reference active and reactive powers at the ac-side of the M ARS system are the sum of 

the corresponding dispatch com m ands and the corresponding power requirem ents from  the 

SG -based control. Based on the determ ined 0sg, msg, and eabc, the q d  current control o f the 

ac-side currents are calculated to generate m odulation indices m abc.

The energy balancing control generates the reference circulating current w ithin the 

phase legs that is controlled by the circulating current control to generate m circ,abc. The 

circulating current control includes the 1st, 2nd, and 4 th harm onics controlled using a q d  

transform ation based on [10]. W hile the 1st harm onic is controlled based on the energy 

balancing control generated reference, the 2nd and 4 th harm onics are controlled to zero. The 

m odulation indices mcirc,abc and mabc are com bined to generate the arm  m odulation indices 

mabc based on [10]. The L-1 controller sends the m odulation indices of each arm , reference 

PV power, and reference ESS power to the L-2 controller. The L-2 controller m aintains the 

capacitor voltages and also generates the switching signals for the front-end half-bridges 

o f all the SM s based on [10]. The L-3 controller controls the power from  the PV and ESS 

SM s, controls the dc-dc converter currents, and sends the switching com m ands to the dc-dc 

converters.

4. SYNCHRONVERTER-BASED CONTROL ALGORITHM

The SG -based control algorithm  im plem ented in the control system o f the M ARS 

system is shown in Figure 4. It is com prised o f a governor loop, inertial loop, reactive power 

loop, active power loop, and current control loop. The governor m odel is a tim e constant TD 

with a gain D p1. The tim e constant TD of the governor delay is used to em ulate the delayed
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Figure 4. Synchronverter-based control algorithm

m echanical response o f the synchronous generator’s physical governor. The term  D pi is 

the frequency - power droop coefficient. The upper lim it o f the active power (P max) is the 

m axim um  available power at that instant that can be used (i.e. sum m ation o f the P dc,ref, 

<PPv,mpPt, and P ess,rating). The lower lim it o f the active power (P min) is the m inim um  available 

power at the instant that can be used (i.e. sum m ation o f the P dc,ref, and -P ess,rating (used for 

charging)). The governor’s control m echanism  shown in Figure 4 can be expressed in the 

Laplace dom ain as

Pgov (s) —
D pi

-(wn ( s) -  Wsg ( s)) (1)
(1 + T d s)

where mn is the reference angular frequency reference and msg is the calculated angular 

frequency from  the SG -based control. W hile the representation o f the governor control is in 

the Laplace dom ain, the im plem entation was carried out in the tim e dom ain by discretizing 

(1) using the forw ard-Euler m ethod.
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The inertial loop, active power loop, and reactive power loop are based on the 

synchronverter concept detailed in [3]. The electrom agnetic torque Te, the M ARS system 

three-phase output voltage eabc, and the reactive power Q are given by the following:

Te = M fif < i , (cos (6)) >, (2)

eabc = 6M f if (cos (6)), (3)

Q = 6 Mf if < i , (sin (6)) >, (4)

where the vectors i, co s (6), and sin (6 ) are defined in [3].

The current reference generator calculates the q d  fram e reference currents based 

on circuit equations that utilize the difference betw een eabc and ac-side voltage vs. The 

discretized circuit equations that are used to calculalte the a b c  fram e o f reference currents 

are given in (5) and are discretized using the backw ard-Euler m ethod. From  the calculated 

a b c  fram e of reference currents, the q d  fram e of reference currents are calculated based on 

the Park’s transform ation given in [11]:

ia [ k ]
ia [ k -  1] + h

Ls+Lo/2 X ( ea [k ] -  Va[k ])

(1 + h X Rs+Ro/2 \ 
Ls+Lo/2 )

ib [ k ]
ib [k -  1] + Ls+hLo/2 X (eb [k] -  Vb[k ])

(1 + h X Rs+Ro/2 \ 
Ls+Lo /2 )

ic [ k ]
ic[k -  1] + Ls+hLo/2 X (e c [k] -  Vc[k])

(1 + h X Rs+Ro/2 \ 
Ls+Lo/2 )

(5)

where L o and R o are the arm  inductance and the arm  resistance; L s and R s are the grid 

inductance and the grid resistance respectively; and h is the sim ulation tim e step.
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As the SG -based control is prim arily  im plem ented as a voltage source im plem enta

tion, it does not have overcurrent lim it protection. Therefore, a current lim iter is provided 

to lim it the overcurrents in the system. The decoupled current controller consists o f q d  

control o f ac-side currents which generate the required m odulation indices. The theta (6sg) 

calculated from  the SG -based control is used in the circulating current control and the qd  

current control.

5. VIRTUAL SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR BASED CONTROL

The proposed SG -based m ethod is com pared w ith the V SG-based control [7]. This 

section briefly describes the im plem ented VSG -based control. The L-1 controller uses a 

V SG-based control m ethod to determ ine the active and reactive power com m ands based 

on the m easured ac-side voltages o f the M ARS system  (vabc). The ac-side voltages o f the 

M ARS system are processed by a phase-locked loop (PLL) to determ ine the peak value 

and frequency o f the voltages (vpk and f ). The peak value and frequency are, respectively, 

utilized to determ ine the additional com ponents to be added to the dispatched active and 

reactive power com m ands. The controller is sum m arized in Figure 5.

^abc

Figure 5. VSG -based control
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6. SIMULATION RESULTS & VALIDATION

6.1. TESTING SYSTEMS

The proposed algorithm  is tested on a M ARS system that has been proposed for 

Pittsburg, California. This test system is based on upgrades to the TransBay Cable project 

in Pittsburg, California [12]. A ssum ing 150 kW, 1 kV PV, and ESS SM s, the num ber of 

SMs per arm  are 111 PV, 37 ESS, and 81 N orm al SM s. The size o f the PV and ESS SMs are 

determ ined based on utilizing 200 A, 3.3 kV SiC devices in the dc-dc converters. The total 

num ber o f SMs per arm  are determ ined by the dc-link voltage at the installation location 

and based on the installed H V dc substation (in the TransBay Cable project).

6.2. USE CASES FOR THE MARS SYSTEM WITH ac GRID MODELS

M ulti-level m ulti-rate M ARS system Pittsburg m odels are developed and tested 

with the W estern Interconnection (W ECC)-based ac grid m odels for different operating 

condtions. The ac grid in the W EC C  is m odeled based on W SEIG1 to accurately represent 

the frequency data available [13]. The developed com prehensive M ARS Pittsburg system 

m odels are tested for different low short circuit ratio (SCR) ac grid conditions and low 

inertia conditions. The M ARS system based on traditional control m ethods is particularly 

vulnerable to w eak grid conditions for the following reasons [14]:

1. The M ARS system does not have inertia  because of no rotating m asses being present.

2. The electronic controls depend on the stable voltage reference from  the grid to provide 

active and reactive power.

3. As the system becom es weaker, the control specifications can affect the system be

havior.
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Figure 6. Sim ulation m odel setup for low SCR Tests

To overcom e these issues, a proposed advanced control is designed to ensure suc

cessful operation of the M ARS system  in these weaker systems. To test the perform ance o f 

the proposed controller, the M ARS system  is tested during different SCR and low inertia 

conditions. There are num erous m ethods to m easure the system  strength. One o f the ways 

to determ ine the system  strength of a power system  is the SCR, as the m easurem ent of 

the system  strength is related to the equivalent im pedance seen from  the M ARS system  

term inals to the power system. Therefore to em ulate high renew able penetration grids with 

low SCR, the transm ission line lengths betw een the M A RS system  and the ac grid  system  

are varied. The procedure is sim ulated in PSCAD and the sim ulation setup is shown in 

Figure 6. The transm ission line lengths for different SCRs is tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. SCR ratios for different line lengths

SCR Resistance (Q) Inductance (H) Line Length (km)
0.5 14.369 0.6715 861.5
2 3.5535 0.1661 198
4 1.7547 0.0820 87.65
10 0.6333 0.0296 18.85
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Two use cases are identified and tested for the operating condition of P ac = P dc = 100 

M W  for SCR cases 0.5, 2, 4, and 10. They are: (a) 804.44 M W  loss of generation at t = 

14.0 secs based on Haynes3 generator in W ECC grid, and (b) a balanced three phase fault 

at t = 4 secs w ith a duration o f 0.2 secs. The inertia o f the system (H) in all o f these use 

cases is 23 secs. A  special case o f low SCR and low inertia is docum ented in Section 6.2.3.

Figure 7. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 10

Figure 8. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 4
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6.2.1. Use Case 1: 804.44 Loss of Generation. An event of 804.44 M W  loss of 

generation (LOG) in the W ECC is sim ulated at t = 14 s. The frequency response m easured at 

Pittsburg for different SCR cases w ithout support, w ith SG support, and w ith VSG support 

from  the M ARS system are shown in Figure 7 - Figure 10.

In the strong grids w ith a higher SCR, the frequency support provided by the M ARS 

system  through the VSG control m ethod is greater than the frequency support provided by the 

M ARS system  through the SG control m ethod as illustrated in Figure 7. As the strength of

Figure 9. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 2

Figure 10. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 0.5
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Table 2. Im provem ent in frequency response for different SCRs

SCR
Im provem ents

SG VSG
nadir steady state nadir steady state

0.5 8.69 % 11.00% UN STABLE
2 15.75 % 15.07 % 15.05 % 7.67 %
4 16.04 % 15.18% 15.72 % 7.81 %
10 16.37 % 15.66 % 16.87 % 17.34 %

the system decreases in term s o f SCR, the frequency support provided by the M ARS system 

through the SG -based control m ethod is greater in com parison to the frequency support 

provided by the M ARS system through the V SG -based control m ethod. This phenom enon 

can be observed in Figure 8 - Figure 10. This is because the V SG -based control m ethod 

is im plem ented w ith m uch slower controllers. The V SG -based control m ethod includes a 

frequency derivative term  and its m easurem ent through the PLL is highly challenging in 

w eak grids. The operation o f the V SG -based control w ith faster controllers m ay induce 

oscillations which can lead to unstable operation because o f this derivative frequency term. 

Therefore, the VSG control should be operated w ith slower controllers. This problem  is 

not evident in SG based control, as this m ethod is devoid o f both PLL and derivative term s. 

The frequency im provem ents in nadir and steady state for each SCR condition and for each 

type o f controller are tabulated in Table 2.

6.2.2. Use Case 2: 3-Phase Fault. A 3-phase fault is sim ulated on the transm ission 

line betw een the grid and the M ARS system at t = 4.0 s w ith a fault duration of 0.2 s. A fter 

0.2 s, the fault is self-cleared. Im provem ent in the voltage profiles of phase-a w ith the help 

o f VSG support and SG support during the fault in different SCR conditions is shown in 

Figure 11 - Figure 13 and are tabulated in Table 3.
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Table 3. Im provem ent in voltage response for different SCRs

SCR
Im provem ents

SG VSG
0.5 STABLE U N STA BLE
2 21.25 % 17.21 %
4 14 .16% 10.98 %
10 6.81 % 5.33 %

Figure 11. Phase-a grid voltage profile for a 3-phase fault for SCR = 10

Figure 12. Phase-a grid voltage profile for a 3-phase fault for SCR = 4

For the different SCR cases, the voltage support provided by the M ARS system 

through the SG -based control m ethod is higher in com parison to the voltage support provided 

by the M ARS system  through the V SG -based control m ethod. However, in the case of SCR
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Figure 13. Phase-a grid voltage profile for a 3-phase fault for SCR = 2

Figure 14. Active power support during a 3-phase fault for SCR = 10

= 10, the active power provided by the SG -based control m ethod is less than the VSG -based 

control m ethod as shown in Figure 14. Slower controllers are used in the V SG -based control 

im plem entation because the PLL m easurem ent is highly sensitive to changes in the grid. 

This results in inaccurate estim ation o f the ac-side peak voltage am plitude. Therefore, the 

proportional control gain used in the reactive power controller is reduced to ensure that the 

additional reactive power is not affected by the oscillations introduced in the inaccurate peak 

voltage. The active power and reactive power provided by the M ARS system during the fault 

w ithout support, w ith VSG support, and SG support are shown in Figure 14 - Figure 19.
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Figure 15. Active power support during a 3-phase fault for SCR = 4

Figure 16. Active power support during a 3-phase fault for SCR = 2

It is observed from  Figure 15, that for the SCR case 4, the active power provided by the 

M ARS system with SG -based control m ethod is higher than the active power provided by 

the V SG -based control m ethod untill 4.15 s and becom es equal at 4.2 s. From  Figure 16, 

for the SCR case 2, the active power provided by the M ARS system  with the SG -based 

control m ethod is higher than the active power provided by the V SG -based control m ethod 

untill 4.075 s and becom es equal at 4.1 s. The increase in voltage profiles for SCR cases 2, 

4, and 10 can be attributed to the corresponding reactive power profiles. From  Figure 17 - 

Figure 19, it can be observed that the reactive power provided by the M ARS system  using
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Figure 18. Reactive power support during a 3-phase fault for SCR = 4

the SG -based control m ethod is greater than the reactive power provided by the M ARS 

system  using the VSG -based control m ethod. For the SCR = 0.5 case, the voltage response 

provided by the V SG -based control m ethod resulted in unstable operation while the voltage 

response provided by the SG -based control m ethod resulted in stable operation. This is 

because the interactions betw een the PLL and the V SG -based controller lead to stability

issues.
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Figure 19. Reactive power support during a 3-phase fault for SCR = 2

Figure 20. G rid frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 0.5 and H = 11 secs.

6.2.3. Use Case 3: 804.44 Loss of Generation in Low SCR and Low Inertia 

System. For the operating condition P ac = P dc = 100 MW, SCR = 0.5, and H = 11 secs, 

the LO G  event detailed in Section 6.2.1 is tested. The grid frequency response for SCR = 

0.5 and H = 11 secs is shown in Figure 20. The im provem ent in the frequency nadir is 8.10 

% and im provem ent in steady state is 11.19 %.
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6.3. OPAL-RT MODEL SIMULATION

The OPAL RT m odel consists o f a frequency-controlled voltage source, 2 pi-line 

sections, a synchronverter based controller, and the reduced-order m odel o f the M ARS 

system. The m odel is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 21. OPAL-RT M odel

sim ulation m odel.

The pi-line section is tuned after disconnecting the reduced-order m odel and is 

based on the contingency results o f a line-to-line fault at Gates near Pittsburg in the 179-bus 

W EC C  m odel in PSCAD. The ac grid  m odel is m odeled the sam e as the one utilized in the
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PSCAD sim ulation (i.e. W SEIG1) [13]. The grid frequency response for the same use case 

described in Section 6.2.1 for SCR = 10 case is shown in Figure 22. The im provem ent in 

the frequency nadir is 17.12 % and im provem ent in steady state is 13.11 %.

7. FUTURE WORK

The perform ance o f the synchronverter during unbalanced faults is a research avenue 

yet to be explored and still poses an open question [15]. One o f the key challenges during 

the unbalanced faults is to capture the rapidly varying ac side voltage dynam ics. The 

inability to accurately capture ac side voltage dynam ics results in unreasonable ac side grid 

currents. Synchronverter perform ance during the unbalanced faults is studied in [15] and 

[16] to an extent. A dvanced control m ethods are needed to provide stable operations under 

unbalanced faults.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the synchronverter algorithm  and control architecture of the 

M ARS system to provide support to ac grid under different events in the grid. The SG- 

based control algorithm  is proposed to support the ac grid frequency and voltage during 

disturbances in the grid. In addition, a b rie f description o f the overall control architec

ture o f the M ARS system is presented. The proposed control algorithm  and the M ARS 

control architecture is evaluated and validated for the M ARS system at Pittsburg in a 

PSC A D /EM TD C sim ulation environm ent. OPAL-RT offline sim ulation m odels required 

to perform  the cH IL  tests are also developed. The developed m odels and proposed control 

algorithm  were tested for different grid scenarios. To sum m arize the results, for the spe

cific study system considered in this paper, the M ARS system w ith the SG -based control 

provides better frequency support in term s o f higher frequency nadir and higher frequency 

steady state during frequency excursions in com parison to the V SG -based control m ethod. 

A lso the M ARS systems w ith SG -based control provide better voltage support by injecting
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m ore reactive power into the system during balanced phase faults in com parison to the 

V SG -based control m ethod. The key takeaway point identified from  this research endeavor 

is that for the specific study system considered in this paper, the SG -based control m ethod 

is m ore stable and gives better perform ance in term s o f frequency nadir and steady state 

improvem ent. For the voltage response, the SG -based control m ethod is better than the 

V SG -based control m ethod for different SCR conditions tested.
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II. MODEL BASED PREDICTIVE CONTROL FOR FREQUENCY SUPPORT IN 
MULTI-PORT AUTONOMOUS RECONFIGURABLE SOLAR PLANTS

ABSTRACT

Prim ary frequency support functionality can be an added advantage for any new 

grid integrated power electronics resource. W ith increased penetration o f power electronic 

based resources, inertial and prim ary frequency response capabilities are decreasing. In 

this research paper, an advanced m odel-based predictive control (M B PC ) algorithm  for 

providing frequency support to a new topology of integrated photovoltaic (PV ), battery- 

based energy storage systems (ESS), and high-voltage direct current (H V dc) systems called 

m ulti-port autonom ous reconfigurable solar (M ARS) plants is proposed. The proposed 

control algorithm  for frequency support is based on the synchronverter-based control. The 

sim ulation o f a M A R S-H V dc system w ith the proposed control strategy is sim ulated and 

validated for M ARS connected to low short circuit ratio (SCR) grids in the PSC A D /EM TD C 

sim ulation environm ent. The control algorithm  proposed showcases better perform ance in 

term s o f frequency nadir im provem ent and frequency steady state im provem ent w ith respect 

to no frequency control.

Keywords: Synchronverter, HV dc, M M C, VSG, M PC

1. INTRODUCTION

O ne of the concerns w ith power electronic based systems w ith renew able energy 

integration is reduction in the overall inertia o f the grid. This is because the power 

electronics-based systems have no physical inertia in com parison to conventional power 

systems. V irtually strengthening the system with inertia  through advanced control m ethods 

is one of the solutions towards stabilizing the grid in the case o f frequency related events.
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Figure 1. Overview o f  the M ARS system  architecture

The key goal o f this paper is to propose a m odel-based predictive control (M BPC) 

based advanced control schem e that can provide frequency support during unforeseen 

frequency deviations. In com parison to conventional control m ethods, M BPC is chosen for 

frequency support due to its inherent advantages such as inclusion o f constraints, system 

state prediction, and better dynam ic perform ance [1] [2]. The proposed M BPC -based 

control m ethod is part o f a novel power electronics resource-based system  called M ulti

port Autonom ous Reconfigurable Solar Plants (M ARS) [3]. The M ARS system  is an 

integrated developm ent for photovoltaic (PV) and battery-based energy storage systems 

(ESS) connected to alternating current (ac) transm ission grid  and high-voltage direct current 

(HVdc) links as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. M BPC -based control for the M ARS system

The control architecture of the M ARS system is hierarchical in nature and highly 

complex. It consists o f three layers w ith different functionalities. Firstly, the upper-level 

(L-1) controller incorporates the active power control, reactive power control, M BPC- 

based frequency control, ac-side voltage control, and dc-side voltage control. Second, 

the interm ediate-level (L-2) controller consists o f capacitor voltage balancing control and 

ESS and PV  cum ulative power control. Lastly, the lower-level (L-3) control com prises of 

m axim um  power point tracking (M PPT) control for PV  sub m odules (SM s) and state of 

charge (SOC) control for ESS SM s. In this research work, M B PC -based control m ethod for 

frequency support in L-1 controller is proposed.

Synchronverters m im ic synchronous generator's properties in providing frequency 

support and voltage support. The frequency and voltage m odels used in the objective 

function o f M B PC -based control m ethod are m odeled based on the synchronous generator
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m odel. The proposed optim ization problem  solves for angular frequency (msg). The 

proposed control architecture is tested on advanced high-fidelity three-phase M ARS system 

m odels that utilize ultra-fast sim ulation algorithm s connected to reduced-order ac grid 

m odels [3] [4]. The M ARS test system (that consists o f 250 SM s in an arm  and 1500 

SMs in total) is based on upgrades in the Trans-Bay C able project in P ittsburg, California. 

The effectiveness o f the proposed control algorithm  is tested and evaluated for different test 

cases in PSC A D /EM TD C sim ulation environm ent.

2. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

2.1. AN OVERVIEW

The block diagram  for the M B PC -based synchronverter control is shown in Figure 2. 

It includes the dynam ic m odels to estim ate and predict system states, an objective function 

to translate control goals into a scalar cost value, and an optim ization problem  to m inim ize 

the objective function. The idea of M B PC -based synchronverter control is to generate 

optim al values of msg by m inim izing the objective function. The details regarding each 

block are provided in the following sections.

Figure 3. Single-line diagram  of M ARS connected to grid
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2.2. MODEL FORMULATION

2.2.1. MARS-HVdc Internal Dynamic Model. A  single-line diagram  of the 

M ARS system  connected to the grid is shown in Figure 3. The M ARS system  is a three- 

phase system  w ith a total o f six arm s that integrate PV  and ESS using power electronics 

and can connect to HV dc and the high-voltage transm ission ac grid. Each arm  consists of 

norm al SM s, PV, and ESS-SM s along w ith an arm  inductance (Lo) and an arm  resistance 

(Ro). The PV  systems in each PV-SM  are connected to the SM through either isolated or 

non-isolated dc-dc converter. The ESS systems in each ESS-SM  are connected through 

a bidirectional dc-dc converter. Each phase o f the converter is interfaced w ith the utility 

grid  v ia a series RL branch (Rs and L s) [5]. In this section, a dynam ic continuous-tim e 

m odel and a discrete-tim e m odel of the M ARS system  based on the discretization o f the 

continuous-tim e m odel are developed. The developed discrete m odel is used in the digital 

im plem entation o f the M B PC  m ethod. The equivalent reduced order m odel schem atic of 

M ARS system  is illustrated in Figure 4.
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The upper arm  voltage (vp,y) and lower arm  voltage (vn,y) o f phase- j  are given by: 

dz'pj dz'y
vp,j = ^dc — L o- d  Roip,j — L s"dy ^sij — vj  — vcm, Vj  G (a., b , c )  (1a)

dz'n y dz y
vn j = ^dc — L o- dy Roin,j + L s~df + R siJ + v j + vcml, VJ G (a-> b  c )  (1b)

w here Vdc is the dc side voltage, and vcm1 = vcm -  Vdc; zp,y and zn,y are the upper arm  and 

lower arm  currents

The dynam ic continuous-tim e m odel o f M ARS system shown in Figure 3 is given by 

(1) and is obtained by adding (1a) and (1b) w ith the following assum ptions: (i) SM capacitor 

voltages are balanced; and (ii) com m on m ode voltages (vcm and vcm1) are neglected:

(Ls + L0/2 )  ddl + (Rs + Ro/2 )  ij = ey -  vy, V j g (a , b, c) (2)

w here ij are the three phase grid currents; vy are the three phase grid voltages, and the three 

phase output voltage (ey) o f the M ARS system is given by

- v p y + vn y
ey = -----  2“ _ , VJ g (a,b , c )

Figure 5. Synchronverter control block
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The discrete-tim e m odel o f the M ARS system is obtained by discretizing (1) using 

the forw ard-Euler m ethod and is given by:

4  [ k] = ( i  -  h f S t f  (ia [ k -  1]) + (ea [ k -  1] -  Va [ k -  1])

ib [k ] = ( l  -  h ^ s + f o /2 |  (ib[k -  1]) + (eb [k -  1] -  Vb[k -  1])

" [ k ] = i 1 -  h C T i )  (ic [ k - 1]) + l s t Lotz (ec [ k - 1 ]  -  Vc [ k - 1 ] )

w here h is the sim ulation tim e -  step and k is the tim e instant.

2.3. SYNCHRONVERTER BASED FREQUENY MODEL

The frequency m odel is based on the synchronverter m odel. Synchronverters m im ic 

synchronous generator’s properties in providing frequency support and voltage support 

during grid events that lead deviations in frequency or voltage [6]. The synchronverter- 

based (SG-based) control block is derived using the m athem atical m odel o f the three-phase 

round rotor synchronous generator [6] and [7] and is shown in Figure 5.

The discrete-tim e representation o f electrom agnetic torque (Te), ey, and reactive 

power (Q) are given in

Te[k ] = Mfif [k](ia[k ] cos(6sg[k ]) + ib [k] cos(#sg[k] -  2n/3) + ic[k ] cos(6»sg[k] -  4n/3))

(4a)

ea [ k ] = msg [ k] Mf if [ k] cos(6  sg [ k])

eb [k] = msg [k ] Mfif [k ] co s(6 sg [k] -  2n/3)  (4b)

ec [k ] = msg [k ] M fif [k ] co s(6 sg [k ] -  4 ^ /3 )

Q [ k ] = -msg [ k ] Mf if [ k ]ia [ k ] sin(6sg [ k ]) + ib [ k ] sin (6sg [ k ] -  2 ^ /3 )

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

+ ic [k ] sin(6sg [k ] -  4 ^ /3 ) (4c)
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w here M fif in (4) is control input to the synchronverter [6]. From  Figure 5, the rotor angle 

(6sg) can be calculated by

6sg [ k ] = 6sg [ k -  1] + hwsg [ k -  1] (5)

The frequency dynam ics o f the system are represented by the discrete-tim e m odel 

represented by

msg [ k ] =msg [ k -  1] 11sg [
hD p \ h . .
- y M  + j  {Tm [ k ] -  Te [ k ] -  Dp (mn [ k ])) (6)

where J  is the m om ent o f inertia, Tm is the m echanical torque, D p is the dam ping factor, 

and mn is the reference angular frequency .

2.4. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

The objective function based on the discrete-tim e m odels m odeled in the earlier 

sections is given by

m in J  (x)X

s.t. e [ k + 1] = msg [ k + 1] M fif [ k ] (cos (6sg [k + 1]))

6sg [ k + 1] = 6 sg [ k ] + hmsg [ k ]

Te[k + 2] = Mfif [k ] < i [k + 2], (co s (6 g Ik + 2]))  >;

Tm [ k + 2]
Pac,ref [ k + 2] ;

mn [ k + 1]

w here x and J  (x) are given by

x = (<msg [ k + 1])T

(7)

J  (x) = J 1 (x ) + J 2 (x)
(8)
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where

h  (x) = Xi (Te [k + 2 ] -  Tm[k + 2 ])2 

J2 (x) = X2 (wn [ k + 1] -  Wsg [ k + 1] ) 2

w here X1, and X2 are the weights o f the cost function; P ac,ref is the ac side power dispatch 

com m and; and the vectors i , co s(0 ), and sin (0 ) are defined in [6].

2.5. TORQUE CONTROL

The quadratic cost function definition for torque control is given by J 1 (x). Te is 

calculated using (4a) and is predicted at the (k + 2)th instant. Te is controlled to regulate the 

active power in the system during frequency excursions. W henever the electrical load in the 

system increases or decreases (equivalently electrical generation decreases or increases), the 

system frequency decreases or increases. In this case, Te increases or decreases accordingly 

w ith the system frequency change. To com pensate for the increased or decreased Te, optim al 

active power is injected into the system based on the deviation in w sg with respect to w n.

2.6. ANGULAR FREQUENCY CONTROL

The quadratic cost function for angular frequency control is given by J 2 (x). The 

angular frequency control em ulates the frequency droop property o f synchronous generators. 

w sg at [k + 1]th instant is obtained based on optim izing (Te -Tm) at the [k + 2 ]th instant.

2.7. IMPLEMENTATION FOR PROPOSED CONTROL METHOD

The im plem entation for the SG -based M BPC is briefly explained in this section. ij 

and Vj are m easured from  the ac grid m odels used in the sim ulation at the [ k ] th instant. 

Once the ij is m easured at the [k ] th instant, using the dynam ic m odel in (3) the ij at 

[ k + 1]st instant is estim ated. As the variation o f Vj is slower com pared to the M ARS 

system dynam ics, in this im plem entation the Vj at the [k + 1]st instant are assum ed to be
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equal to the Vj at the [k ]th instant. Qsg at the [k + 1]st is estim ated based on (3). Then, Te 

at the [k + 2 ]th instant is predicted using (4a). The predicted state is included in the cost 

function J  (x) and it is then m inim ized using an unconstrained optim ization to obtain the 

optim al value msg [k + 1]. In predicting Te at the [k + 2 ]th instant, the initial guess for msg 

at the [k + 1]st instant is msg at the [k ] th instant. Based on the optim al value, ej  is updated 

and qd  fram e reference currents (zqd,ref), phase, and arm  m odulation indices (my and m*) 

are generated that are sent to L-2 controller in the M ARS system based on the decoupled 

current controller im plem entation detailed in [7].

2.8. UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION

The cost function J (x )  is m inim ized using N ew ton’s m ethod described in [8]. The 

msg [k +1] at every tim e step is calculated by the following recursive form ula for the (n + 1)st 

iteration given

x [k + 1](n+1) = x [k + 1](n) -  F ( x [k + 1](n)) 1 g [k + 1](n) (9)

where

F ( x  [ k + 1](n) dg [k+1](n) 
dx [ k +1] ; g [ k + 1]<n) =

dj(x[k+1](n)y  .
dx [k+1] ;

3. SIMULATION RESULTS & VALIDATION

3.1. TESTING SYSTEMS

The proposed algorithm  is tested on a M ARS system that is being developed for 

Pittsburg, California. This test system is based on upgrades to the TransBay Cable project 

in Pittsburg, California [9]. There are 111 PV, 37 ESS, and 81 norm al SM s per arm  in this 

test system. The PV  and ESS are rated at 150 kW, 1 kV. The size o f the PV  and the ESS
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SM s are determ ined based on utilizing 200 A, 3.3 kV SiC devices in the dc-dc converters. 

The total num ber of SM s per arm  are determ ined by the dc-link voltage in the location and 

based on the installed HV dc substation (in the TransBay Cable project).

3.2. USE CASES FOR MARS WITH ac GRID MODELS

M ulti-level m ulti-rate M ARS system Pittsburg m odels are developed. The dynam ic 

m odel of the M ARS system  is connected to the dynam ic m odel of the W estern Interconnec

tion (W I) grid. The ac grid in the W I is m odeled based on W SEIG1 to accurately represent 

the frequency data available [10]. The short circuit ratio (SCR) of the connected ac grid 

to the M ARS system is varied to evaluate the perform ance of the proposed control system 

in the M ARS system. D ifferent SCR conditions are em ulated based on the variation of the 

transm ission line lengths in the PSCAD sim ulation environm ent for the PSCAD sim ulation 

setup detailed in [7].

The following use case is identified and tested for the operating condition o f P ac = 

Pdc = 100 MW: 804.44 M W  loss of generation at t = 14 s based on Haynes3 generator 

in the W I grid. An event of 804.44 M W  loss of generation (LOG) in the western electric

Figure 6. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 10
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Figure 7. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 4

Figure 8. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 2

coordinating council (W ECC) is sim ulated at t = 14 s. The frequency response m easured at 

Pittsburg for different SCR cases w ithout support and w ith M B PC -based support from  the 

M ARS system are shown in Figure 6 - Figure 9. The frequency im provem ents in nadir and 

steady state for each SCR condition and for each type of controller are tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure 9. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W ECC for SCR = 0.5

Table 1. Im provem ent in frequency response for different SCRs

SCR
Im provem ents

M BPC -based m ethod
nadir steady state

0.5 8.29 % 6.04 %
2 13.96 % 9 .1 0 %
4 14.19% 9 .1 9 %
10 14.53 % 9.73 %

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the M B PC -based control algorithm  for the M ARS system to 

provide support to the ac grid when frequency changes are observed in the grid. The 

M B PC -based control is based on a synchronverter-based control algorithm . The proposed 

control algorithm  and the M ARS system  control architecture is evaluated on a M ARS 

system  installed at Pittsburg, California on the PSCA D /EM TD C sim ulation environm ent. 

The sim ulation results showcase the im provem ent in frequency nadir and frequency steady 

state provided by the M ARS system  through M BPC control.
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III. A PREDICTIVE GRID FORMING CONTROL FOR MULTI-PORT 
AUTONOMOUS RECONFIGURABLE SOLAR PLANTS

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new grid form ing control for M ulti-port Autonom ous Reconfigurable 

Solar Plants (M ARS) based on a m odel based predictive control (M BPC) m ethodology is 

proposed. The M ARS system technology connects utility-scale photovoltaic (PV) plants 

and energy storage systems (ESSs) to high-voltage direct current (HVdc) lines and high- 

voltage alternating current (ac) grids. The proposed grid forming control for the M ARS 

system uses an M BPC -based frequency support m ethod and the synchronous generator 

based voltage support m ethod. The perform ance and im plem entation of the proposed grid 

forming control algorithm  in the M ARS system is evaluated through offline sim ulations 

on the PSC A D /EM TD C sim ulation environm ent and real-tim e sim ulations on OPAL-RT 

platform s. Finally, the following analysis are provided in this paper: i) a theoretical proof 

of attaining the m inim a of the objective function using the proposed M BPC algorithm ; and 

ii) a theoretical proof o f convergence for the proposed M B PC -based frequency support in 

each tim e-step that indicates fast convergence.

Keywords: Synchronverter, HV dc, M M C, VSG, M PC

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid decline in utility-scale solar photovoltaic (PV) costs [1], m andates from  

utilities to install energy storage systems (ESSs) [2], and the use o f high-voltage direct 

current (HVdc) links to transfer renewables [3] [4] has led to the integrated developm ent of 

PV and ESS connecting to HVdc links and high-voltage transm ission alternating current (ac) 

grid. This technology is called as m ulti-port autonom ous reconfigurable solar power plant
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Figure 1. Overview o f the M ARS system  architecture

(M A RS) that is shown in Figure 1 [5]. The characteristics o f the M ARS system include: 

m odularity; autonom ous reconfigurability based on available energy; capability to provide 

enhanced support during ac grid  disturbances; increased reliability and reduced losses as 

com pared to discrete developm ent o f PV, ESS, and H V dc converters [5][6]; and reduced 

transient instabilities as com pared to discrete developm ent. M ost o f the power electronic- 

based (PE-based) systems like the M ARS system employ grid-following control algorithm s. 

Integrating PE-based resources which employ such control algorithm s to low short circuit 

ratio (SCR) and low inertia systems m ight pose new control and stability challenges [7]. 

One o f the potential solutions for enhanced stability and operation o f PE-based resources 

is the inclusion o f grid forming control m ethods.

Grid forming control based PE systems are defined as the systems that regulate 

instantaneous term inal voltages w ithout help of phase-locked loop (PLL) [8]. Grid forming 

control m ethods can be m ainly categorized into: a) synchronous generator (SG) based
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control; b) droop control; or c) virtual oscillators [8]. SG control m ethods em ployed in 

PE-based resources have been developed based on the strategies that em ulate the inherent 

characteristics o f conventional synchronous generators [6] [9] [10] [11]. D roop control- 

based PE  systems utilize conventional frequency droop and voltage droop characteristics to 

regulate active and reactive powers [12]. In v irtual oscillator controllers, the m odel used 

in the electronic stage of the PE-based system to m odulate its power stage is based on the 

em ulation of nonlinear oscillator circuit w ith a natural frequency that tracks the ac grid 

frequency [8] [13]. In this paper, a grid forming control m ethod for M ARS using m odel 

based predictive control (M B PC) for prim ary frequency support is proposed. The proposed 

control m ethod operates under the following conditions: a) high penetration of PE-based 

generation; and b) rem ote integration o f the M ARS system to w eak grids. The dynam ics 

of frequency used in the proposed M B PC -based grid forming control strategy are based 

on a SG. The rationale to use M B PC  m ethodology for grid forming control com es from  

following: a) ability to generate the optim al control states by estim ating and predicting the 

future states; b) inclusion o f constraints; and c) a sim ple and intuitive approach [14].

In the recent years, the M B PC -based grid forming m ethod has been proposed for 

m icrogrids [15] [16], m ulti-term inal direct current (M Tdc) grids [17], and power system 

testbeds [18] [19]. In [15], a M B PC -based control strategy is used to obtain the optim al 

ESS capacity by not violating the pre-fixed frequency lim its in an islanded m icrogrid. The 

frequency m odels used in this study are derived based on the v irtual inertia  em ulator, which 

is based on SG. The im plem entation o f the M B PC  is done using M atlab/Sim ulink toolbox 

and is not tested in real-tim e. Therefore, the com putational com plexity may be significant 

in real-tim e. In [16], a finite-set m odel predictive control (FS-M PC) is proposed to improve 

the voltage control. However, in this application the M BPC is not applied to im prove the 

frequency response. The frequency support is provided by a traditional SG -based control. 

In the application o f M BPC -based control in M Tdc systems, a M BPC -based frequency 

control is proposed in [17]. In this application, the frequency at the ac bus is obtained by a
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PLL, thus operating the voltage source converters (VSCs) in grid following m ode rather than 

in grid forming m ode. C entralized and decentralized M B PC -based grid forming control 

m ethods are proposed in [18] [19]. In these approaches, the M BPC m ethods calculate the 

additional power set-points during disturbances and send them  to outer control loops which 

em ploy active power and reactive power droop laws rather than calculating the angular 

frequency (m) directly. Furtherm ore, the com putational burden im posed in solving the 

optim ization problem  in a real-tim e im plem entation may be high w ith these m ethods.

In this paper, a M B PC -based grid forming control m ethod is proposed for the 

M ARS system to provide inertial and prim ary frequency support in real-tim e for various 

SCR and inertia grids. The goal of the proposed M BPC -based control is to com pute the 

optim al angular frequency (msg) that inherently identifies the additional power required 

from  the M ARS system. The objective function (J (*)) consists o f quadratic term s of 

electrom echanical torque (Te) and msg deviations w ith respect to m echanical torque (Tm) and 

reference angular frequency (mn), respectively, at future tim e steps. The objective function 

is solved using a N ew ton’s m ethod to obtain the optim al msg w ith m inim al com putational 

burden at each tim e step in real-tim e. Based on the optim al msg, the references and variables 

required in the rest of the control algorithm s are com puted.

Additionally, this paper includes the following: a) theoretical proofs characterizing 

the proposed control m ethod; and b) a com parison o f the operation o f M ARS w ith both 

grid forming and grid following under various operating conditions.

The proposed control architecture is tested w ith high-fidelity three-phase M ARS 

m odels connected to reduced-order ac grid m odels. The M ARS test system (that consists 

o f 250 SM s in an arm  and 1500 SM s in total) is based on the Trans-Bay Cable project in 

Pittsburg, California. C om prehensive off-line sim ulations o f the M A R S-H V dc system with
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Figure 2. M ARS system control architecture

the proposed control strategy are sim ulated in the PSC A D /EM TD C sim ulation environm ent. 

Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm s is tested and validated in real

tim e sim ulators under different operating conditions.

2. MARS HIGH-FIDELITY MODELS AND ITS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

2.1. MARS SYSTEM HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE AND HIGH-FIDELITY MOD
ELS

The M ARS is a three-phase system w ith each phase consisting o f two arm s. Each 

arm  consists o f N norm norm al sub-m odules (SM s), N pv PV-SM s, and N ess ESS-SM s along 

w ith arm  inductance (Lo) and arm  resistance (Ro), as shown in Figure 1. The PV  systems 

in each PV-SM  are connected to the SM  through either an isolated or non-isolated dc-dc 

converter. The ESS systems in each ESS-SM  are connected through a bidirectional dc-dc 

converters. Each phase o f the converter is interfaced w ith the utility grid via a series RL 

branch (Rs and L s) [5]. The high-fidelity M ARS system m odels are developed based on the 

advanced sim ulation algorithm s and techniques used in [20] [21].
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Figure 3. M BPC -based control for the M ARS system

2.2. MARS SYSTEM CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The M ARS control system is hierarchical in nature and is shown in Figure 2. It 

consists of: (i) L-1 controller, (ii) L -2 controller, and (iii) L-3 controller. The functionalities 

o f the L-1 controller are voltage and frequency support to the grid, active and reactive power 

control, dc-link voltage control, ac-/dc-side current control, and energy balance betw een 

different types o f SM s (PV, ESS, and norm al). The frequency control algorithm  and voltage 

control algorithm  are shown in Figure 3. The frequency support in the L-1 controller is 

based on the M BPC -based control algorithm  that determ ines the wsg, and optim izes any 

additional power requirem ents dispatched by the M ARS system. The control algorithm  

in the L-1 controller for voltage support generates additional reactive power based on the 

voltage deviations observed in the grid. Based on the additional reactive power requirem ent, 

the control algorithm , based on traditional SG control, then determ ines the required M f f  

used in the calculation o f generated three-phase output voltage (e abc). The reference active
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power com m ands o f the PV  and ESS (P pv,ref and P ess,ref) depend upon the power dispatch 

com m ands (P ac,ref, and P dc,ref), the m axim um  available PV  power (P pv,mppt), and the rating 

o f the ESS SM s (P ess,rating). Based on the determ ined msg, 6sg, Mfif , and Tm, the q d  current 

control o f the ac-side currents are calculated to generate m odulation indices (mabc). Details 

about the energy balancing control, L -2 controller, and L-3 controller are given in [5] [6].

3. MODEL BASED PREDICTIVE CONTROL IN MARS

The block diagram  of M B PC -based frequency control for the M ARS system is shown 

in Figure 3. The M B PC -based control includes the following m ain parts: a) dynam ic m odels 

to estim ate and predict the variables; b) an objective function to evaluate the system control 

objectives; and c) an optim ization to calculate the optim al control variables.

3.1. DYNAMIC MODELS

In this section, the dynam ic m odels used in the M BPC -based control are described.

3.1.1. MARS System Models. Based on the reduced order m odel described in 

[20], the dynam ic continuous-tim e m odel o f the M ARS system is given by

(L * + t ) ~dt + = ej -  Vj, vJ' e ( a , b , c )  (1)

w here ij are the p h a s e - j  grid currents; Vj are the p h a s e - j  grid voltages, and the p h a s e - j  

output voltage (ey) o f the M ARS system is given by

- v p ’ + Vn j
ej = ----- ^ , Vj  e (a, b, c)

3.1.2. SG-Based Frequency Dynamic Model. SG m im ic synchronous generators’ 

properties in providing frequency support and voltage support during grid events that 

lead to deviations in frequency or voltage[9]. The SG control block is derived using the
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m athem atical m odel o f the three-phase round rotor synchronous generator [9] and [6]. The 

discrete-tim e representation for Te at tim e-step k + 2, ej at tim e-step k + 1, and reactive 

power (Q ) at tim e-step k are given by

Te [k + 2] = M fif [k ] (ia [k + 2] cos (6sg [k + 2])

+ ib [k + 2] co s(6 sg [k + 2] -  2 ^ /3 )

+ ic[k + 2] co s (6sg[k + 2] -  4 ^ /3 ) )  (2a)

ea [k + 1] = msg [k + 1]M fif[k] co s(6sg [k + 1])

eb [k + 1] = msg [k + 1]M fif [k ] co s(6 sg [k + 1] -  2 ^ /3 )  (2b)

ec [k + 1] = msg [k + 1]M fif [k ] co s(6 sg [k + 1] -  4 ^ /3 )

Q [ k ] = -rnsg [ k ] Mf if [ k ](ia  [ k ] sin (6sg [ k ])

+ ib [k ] s in (6sg [k ] -  2 ^ /3 )

+ ic [k ] s in (6sg [k ] -  4 ^ /3 ) )  (2c)

w here M fif in (2a)-(2c) is the control input to the SG [9]. The rotor angle (6sg) is calculated 

by

6 sg [ k + 2] = 6sg [ k + 1] + ^m sg [ k + 1] (3)

w here h is the integration step size and k is the current tim e instant.

The frequency dynam ics o f the system are given by the discrete-tim e m odel repre

sented by

msg [ k + 2] =m sg [ k + 1] 11

h

hD F

/

+ J  (Tm[k + 1] -  Te[k + 1] -  Dp (mn[k + 1]))

(4)

w here J  is the m om ent o f inertia, Tm is the m echanical torque, D p is the dam ping factor, 

and mn is the reference angular frequency.
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3.2. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

The control goal o f M B PC -based frequency control is to generate an optim al msg by 

solving the objective function using an optim ization m ethod. The objective function J (x )  

is given by

J  (x) = J i  (x ) +  J 2 (x) (5)

where

x = (msg [ k + 1])T 

Ji (x) = Ai (Te [k + 2 ] -  Tm [k + 2 ])2 

J 2 (x) = A2 («n  [k + 1] -  x )2

and A1 and A2 are the weights of the cost function. The two m ain goals o f the objective 

function in the proposed M BPC -based frequency control are: a) to track the msg with 

respect to the reference angular frequency mn; and b) generate optim al changed torque Te 

based on the deviations observed in the msg. The first goal is realized by m inim izing the 

quadratic error betw een msg and mn and is defined by J 2 (x). The second goal is realized by 

m inim izing the quadratic error betw een Tm and Te and is defined by J 1 (x).

3.2.1. Torque Control. The quadratic cost function definition for torque control 

is given by J 1 (x). Te is calculated using (2a) and is predicted at (k + 2 )th instant. The 

electrical torque Te is controlled to regulate the active power in the system during frequency 

excursions. W henever the electrical load in the system increases or decreases (equivalently 

electrical generation decreases or increases), the system frequency decreases or increases. 

In this case, the Te increases or decreases accordingly with the system frequency change. To 

com pensate for the increased or decreased Te, the angular frequency at the M A R S system 

term inal needs to be changed.
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3.2.2. Angular Frequency Control. The quadratic cost function for angular fre

quency control is given by J 2 (x). The goal is to reduce the variation o f w sg w ith respect 

to wn, w hile m aintaining Te close to Tm simultaneously. The frequency w sg at the [k + 1]st 

instant is obtained based on optim izing (Te -  Tm) at the [ k + 2 ]th instant.

3.3. OPTIMIZATION

The problem  form ulation for the objective function defined in (5) is given by

m in J  (x)
X

s.t. e [ k + 1] = xM ff  [ k ] (c o s (e  sg [k + 1]))

6sg [ k + 1] = e sg [ k ] + hw sg [ k ]

Te [k + 2] = M ff  [k ] < i [k + 2], (co s(e sg[k + 2]))  >

Tm [ k + 2]
^ac,ref [ k + 2] 

w n

(6)

where x and J (x )  are given in (5), P ac,ref is the ac side power dispatch com m and, and the 

vectors i , and c o s(e sg) are as defined in [9].

The objective function J  (x ) is transform ed into an unconstrained optim ization p rob

lem by substituting the equality term s in (6) to J ( x ). Thereafter, the transform ed objective 

function is m inim ized using N ew ton’s m ethod described in [22]. The detailed derivation 

of J  (x) used in the optim ization is provided in the A ppendix. The w sg [ k + 1] at every tim e 

step is calculated by the following recursive form ula for (n + 1)fh iteration given by

.(b+1) x (n )-  F i x (n) g (x (n)) (7)

where

~dg (x(n)) 
3x g (x <n|) =

5J (x(n)) 
3x
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3.4. ANALYSIS OF UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION

In this section, the analysis of the N ew ton’s m ethod em ployed for the unconstrained 

optim ization is given. In general, M B PC -based m ethods are com putationally exhaustive. 

W ith the N ew ton’s m ethod used for optim izing (16), the com putational burden was reduced 

and produced an optim al solution. To validate the stated claim , the following proofs are 

presented: a) proof of m inim a, and b) proof of convergence.

3.4.1. Proof of Minima. The cost function function J ( x ) is a well-defined convex 

function, since J " ( x ) (or F  (x)) > 0 V x e R, A1 and A2 > 0.

Proof. Based on the cost function defined in (5), The gradient g (x ) and H essian 

F  (x ) are derived from  J  (x ) and are given as

g (x ) = 2A1 (Te [k + 2] -  Tm [k + 2])  ̂ -  2A2 (w n -  x ) (8)
ox

F (x ) = 2A1 (Te [k + 2 ] -  Tm [k + 2])
0 2Te [ k + 2]

Ox2
+ 2Ai

OTe [k + 2]
Ox

+ 2 A2 (9)

where OTe [ k+2]
Ox is given in (10) and 0 T0xk2+2] is given in (11).

2

Figure 4. F(x) for the use case of 804.44 MW LOG in WI
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' Te ['L+ 2] = (Miif ̂ k ] )2 (C0S(°a)2) -  h (t2) Mfr'f [k]^'a [k + !] sin(°a)
-  2ht1 (Mfif [k ] )2 co s(6a) sin(0a)x + ht1 M fif [k + 1]va[k + 1] s in (6a) 

+ ( t 1 (M fif [k ] )2(co s(6b)2) -  h (t2 ) M fif [k ]ib [k + 1] sin(0b)

-  2 h t1 (M fif [k ] )2 co s(0b) s in (6b)x + h t1 M fif [k ] vb [k + 1] s in (6b)

+ ( t ! (Mfif  [k ] )2(cos(0c) )2j -  h (t2 ) M fif [k ] ic [k + 1] s i n( )

-  2 h t1 (M fif [k ] )2 co s(6C) s in (6C)x + h t1 M fif [k ] vc [k + 1] s in (6C)

where t 1
h

and t2 = 1 -  h
tfs + ^ o /2

L  s + L o/2

^a = ^sg [ k + 1] ; #b = ^sg [ k + 1]

L s + L o / 2 ’
2 ^ /3 ;  0C = 0sg [k + 1] -  4 ^ /3

(10)

'  2Te [ k + 2]
' x 2

= - 2 h t 1 (M fif [k ] )2 (cos(0a) s in (0a) + cos(0b) sin(0b) + cos(0c) sin (0 c))

(11)

From  (9), (11), and since d 1 and d 2 > 0, the first term  in (9) is always 0 (under 

balanced grid conditions), the second term  in (9) is always greater than or equal to 0, and 

the third term  in (9) is always greater than 0. In summary, it can be deduced from  (9), (10), 

(11), and d 1 and d 2 > 0, that F (x) is always > 0 V x e R. Thus, J(x) is a w ell-defined convex 

function. As J  (x) is convex, the optim ization problem  converges to a global m inim um  at 

each iteration [23]. For exam ple, in Figure 4, the F ( x ) generated in the proposed m ethod 

when M A R S is connected to the W estern Interconnection (W I) grid in the U S  and there is 

a loss of generation (LOG) of 804.44 M W  at t = 14 s is shown. From  Figure 4, it can be 

observed that F (x )  is always greater than 0.

3.4.2. Proof of Convergence. The calculation o f the optim al x at every tim e-step 

by solving the optim ization problem  o f (6) is a com putationally challenging task. In the case 

o f the M ARS system, the tim e-step em ployed is 60 ^ s  in the L-1 controller, w hich m akes it 

im perative to m inim ize the iterations needed for convergence o f the optim ization algorithm . 

The optim ization problem  in (6) has good convergence properties and was solved well under
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60 us. In this case, the optim ization problem  converges to x * with an order of convergence 

of atleast 2 in case o f unbalanced grid  conditions and o f atleast 4 in case of balanced grid 

conditions.

Proof. To prove the order of convergence o f the proposed optim ization problem , the 

following were used: a) cost function J (x ) e  C 5, as may be noted in (16) b) x * e R  is a point 

such that g (x *) = 0, and c) F (x ) has an inverse, as F (x ) is always greater than 0. Based 

on the properties stated above and from  the F ( x ) given in (9), F ( x ) -1 exists because from  

(10), (11), and A1, A2 > 0, the m inim um  value o f F  (x ) is 2A2 and therefore always satisfies

IF (x )-1 I <  2 ^  V x e R  (12)

Taylor’s series expansion of g (x ) about xn

F' rn F" rn
g (x) -  g (xn) -  F ( x n) (x -  x n) ------ (— ) (x -  xn)2 ------- ( r - t  (x -  x n)3 < O (x -  x n)4 (13)

From  J (x ) e  C 5 and F  (x ) is invertible, there exists constants e > 0 , and c 1 > 0, 9 if xn e 

{x : |x -  x*| < e } and substituting x = x * in (13)

-n\n „n+1 . F '( x n) F -1 (xn ) ,  .  2 , F ' '( x n) F -1 (xn ) ,  ,  . . .  , ,4
| F  (x n ) || x n+1 - x  * -(xn - x  *)2+- -(xn- x *)31 < c 1 1xn- x * |4 (14)

2 6

Figure 5. Number of iterations for use case 804.44 MW LOG in WI
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\xn+1-x*\ < |
3F '( xn)F -1 (x”)(x ” -  x *)2 -  F"(xn)F -1 (xB)(x ” -  x*)3

6
\+\ci F -1 (xB ) ||x ” - x * |4

(15)

From  (15), the order o f convergence is atleast 2 in the case o f unbalanced grid 

conditions and atleast 4 in the case o f balanced grid conditions since F '(x )  and F"(x)  are 0. 

In Figure 5, the num ber o f iterations for each sim ulation tim e step are shown for the test case 

of 804.44 M W  generation loss in W I. From  Figure 5, it can be observed that the m axim um  

num ber o f iterations taken by optim ization m ethod to converge to optim al solution is never 

m ore than 2, indicating that very few iterations are needed to converge to the m inima.

3.5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED CONTROL METHOD

The flowchart for the proposed M B PC -based control m ethod is shown in Figure 6. 

The im plem entation for the M BPC -based frequency control is briefly explained in this 

section. iy and Vj are m easured from  the point o f interconnection o f M ARS to transm ission 

grid. O nce the ij is m easured at [k ] th instant, using dynam ic m odel in (1), the ij at 

[ k + 1 ]st instant is estim ated. As the variation of Vj is slower com pared to the M ARS system 

dynam ics, in this im plem entation the Vj at [k + 1]st instant are assum ed to be equal to the 

Vj at [k ] th instant. 6sg at [k + 1]st is estim ated based on (3). ej  at [k + 1]st is calculated 

using (2b). The estim ated values o f ij at [k + 1]st, ey at [k + 1]st, and Vj at [k + 1]st are 

used in predicting ij at [k + 2 ]th using (1). Then, Te at [k + 2 ]th instant is predicted using 

(2a) by substituting ij at [k + 2 ]th. The predicted state is included in the cost function J (x )  

and then it is m inim ized using unconstrained optim ization to obtain the optim al value x . In 

predicting Te at [k + 2 ]th instant, the initial guess for msg at [k + 1]st instant is msg at [k ] th 

instant. Based on the optim al value x , ey is updated and qd  fram e reference currents (iqd,ref). 

The iqd,ref are used in the decoupled current controller to determ ine the phase m odulation 

index (my) and then my is used to generate arm  m odulation indices (m4) that are sent to L-2 

controller in the M ARS system [6].
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Figure 6. Im plem entation o f M B PC -based frequency control

4. PSCAD OFFLINE SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1. TEST SYSTEMS

To evaluate the perform ance o f the proposed controller, an offline sim ulation m odel 

o f the M A R S system  connecting to W I ac grid  is developed. The frequency dynam ics of 

the W I ac grid  are m odeled based on W SEIG1 to accurately represent the dynam ics of 

frequency reported in [24]. The M ARS system  is configured as an upgrade to the HV dc 

substation in Pittsburg, California, of the TransBay Cable project [25]. A ssum ing 150 kW,
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1 kV PV and ESS SM s, the num ber o f SM s per arm  are 111 PV, 37 ESS and 81 norm al 

SM s. The size o f the PV and ESS SM s are determ ined based on utilizing 200 A, 3.3 kV SiC 

devices in the dc-dc converters. The total num ber o f SM s per arm  are determ ined by the dc- 

link  voltage in the installed HV dc substation (in  the TransBay Cable project). The proposed 

controller in the M A RS system  is tested under various SCR and inertia conditions w hich 

reflect the high penetration o f PV scenarios and rem ote connections o f the M ARS system. 

Several different SC R conditions are em ulated based on the variation o f the transm ission 

line lengths in the ac grid  m odel. Inertia  is varied by changing the param eters in the m odel 

representing the frequency dynam ics o f the W I ac grid.

4.2. USE CASES

Two use cases are used to evaluate the proposed controller for the operating condition 

o f P ac,ref = P dc,ref = 100 M W  and varied SCR and inertia  conditions: (a) 804.44 M W  loss 

o f generation at t = 14.0 s based on Haynes3 generator in W I grid and (b) a balanced three 

phase fault at t = 4 s w ith a duration o f 0.2 s.

4.2.1. Use Case 1: 804.44 Loss of Generation. An event o f 804.44 M W  LO G  at t

= 14 s in the W I is sim ulated. The frequency response m easured at Pittsburg for SCR case 

= 0.5 and inertia = 1 1  w ithout support, w ith M B PC -based support (grid forming m ode o f

Figure 7. Grid Frequency response for LOG in WI for SCR = 0.5 and inertia =11
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control) and with the VSG support (grid following m ode o f control) from  the M ARS system 

[5] are shown in Figure 7. The frequency im provem ents in nadir and steady state for each 

SCR condition and inertia = 23 and for each type o f controller are tabulated in Table 1. The 

M B PC -based frequency control is enabled throughout the sim ulation. From  Figure 7, it can 

be observed that system is in a stable m ode o f operation. In this case, both ac and dc power 

dispatch requirem ents are satisfactorily delivered w ith PV  power being supplied to the ESS. 

O nce the LO G  is detected, the additional power requirem ents are m et from  available PV 

and ESS reserves. From  Figure 7, it can be observed that the frequency im provem ent in 

the case o f w ith and w ithout M B PC -based control is 7.67% . In the case o f SCR = 0.5 

w ith VSG support, the M ARS system operates in an unstable m ode o f operation due to 

the presence o f instabilities in the controller. These instabilities arise from  the inaccurate 

tracking o f the voltage angle from  the PLL. From  Table 1, it is observed that for higher 

SCR conditions such as SCR = 10, the M ARS w ith VSG support offers better frequency 

support in term s o f frequency nadir and steady state in com parison to the M ARS system 

w ith M B PC -based support. In the lower SCR conditions 0.5, and 2, from  the Table 1, 

it is observed that the M ARS system with M B PC -based support offers better frequency 

support in term s o f frequency nadir and steady state indicating the M ARS system with grid 

forming functionality offers enhanced support in com parison to the M ARS system w ith grid 

following functionality during grid disturbances in the high penetration o f PV  scenarios and 

rem ote connection o f the M ARS system.

Table 1. Im provem ent in frequency response for different SCRs

SCR
Im provem ents

M BPC VSG
nadir steady state nadir steady state

0.5 8.29 % 6.04 % UN STABLE
2 13.96 % 9 .1 0 % 10.32 % 5 .9 %
4 14.19% 9 .1 9 % 10.86 % 5.99 %
10 14.53 % 9.73 % 16.87 % 17.34 %
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Figure 8. (a) active power- and (b) reactive power during a three phase fault for SC R = 0.5 
and inertia  = 1 1

4.2.2. Use Case 2: Balanced Three-Phase Fault. A  three-phase fault is sim ulated 

on the transm ission line betw een the grid and the M ARS m odel at t = 4 s w ith a fault 

duration o f 0.2 s. The sim ulation result for the proposed grid forming control-based 

voltage support for SCR = 0.5 and inertia = 1 1  case is shown in Figure 8. In this figure, 

the active and reactive power provided by the M ARS system  during a three-phase fault is 

shown. From  Figure 8, it can be observed that the M ARS system provides continuity o f 

operation successfully during the fault and operates in a stable m ode o f operation during 

post-fault conditions. The M A RS system w ith a grid following m ode o f control does not 

provide stable support for the same balanced fault condition. In this case, the internal states 

o f the system  oscillate and lead to instabilities. The im provem ent in the voltage response 

w ith SG -based support (grid forming m ode o f control) and VSG support for varied SCR 

and inertia  = 23 is tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. Im provem ent in voltage response for various SCR

Im provem ents
SCR 0.5 2 4 10
SG STABLE 27.17 % 15.07 % 16.17 %

VSG U N STA BLE 23.06 % 14.71 % 14.45 %
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5. REAL-TIME SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed controller is tested through real-tim e sim ulation o f a case-study o f the 

M ARS system  connecting to W I ac grid. The real-tim e sim ulation is perform ed in O pal-RT 

OP5707 simulator. This evaluation provides an understanding o f the resources utilized 

to perform  proposed predictive grid-form ing control. The m odel is shown in F igure 9. 

The pi-line section is tuned after disconnecting the reduced-order m odel and based on the 

contingency results o f line-to-line fault at Gates near Pittsburg. The frequency dynam ics 

are represented by a sim ilar m odel as used in the PSCAD offline sim ulation. The sim ulation 

tim e-step for the system  is 60 us . The control system  (L1) in the M ARS system  and the 

real-tim e sim ulation m odel o f the M ARS system  connecting to W I ac grid  are im plem ented 

in the central processing unit (CPU) o f the OP5707. The functionalities described in L1 

controller and real-tim e sim ulation system  are im plem ented in two different CPU cores 

o f OP5707. This im plem entation enables the identification o f resource requirem ents to 

im plem ent the proposed predictive grid-forming L1 controller in the M ARS system  and 

also em ulates the delays associated w ith com m unication betw een the L1 controller and 

the M ARS system  hardware. The results for frequency response with and w ithout M BPC 

support for SCR = 4 and inertia = 23 are shown in Figure 10. The im provem ent observed in

Figure 9. OPAL-RT m odel
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Figure 10. G rid Frequency response for LO G  in W I for SCR = 4 and inertia = 23

Figure 11. Snapshot o f resource utilization during LO G  in W I for SCR = 4 and inertia = 23

frequency nadir and steady state w ith M B PC -based support in the M A RS system  in real-tim e 

im plem entation from  Figure 10 is 14.58 % and 9.37 % in com parison to w ithout support 

in the M A RS system. The results obtained from  real-tim e im plem entation are sim ilar to 

the results obtained from  offline sim ulations. The snapshot o f the resources used by entire 

m odel during sim ulation is shown in Figure 11. From  Figure 11, it is observed that the 

proposed grid forming control uses less com putational resources and is not com putationally 

burdensom e. The resource utilization o f the L1 controller w ith the proposed grid forming 

control is 5.66 %, w hich is very small and validates the fast convergence theoretically proven

earlier.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a M BPC -based grid forming control for the M ARS system to provide 

inertial and prim ary frequency response is proposed for varied SCR and varied inertia 

conditions. In addition to M BPC -based grid forming frequency support, a traditional syn- 

chronverter control based voltage support is also provided. The proposed control algorithm  

and the M ARS system control architecture is evaluated and validated for the M ARS system 

at Pittsburg, CA on the PSC A D /EM TD C sim ulation environm ent for com prehensive offline 

sim ulations and on OPAL-RT sim ulators for online real-tim e sim ulations. The proposed 

control algorithm  were tested for different grid scenarios based on variations in SCR and 

inertia. For the study system considered in this paper, the M ARS system w ith grid forming 

control provides better frequency support in term s o f h igher frequency nadir and higher 

frequency steady state during frequency excursions in com parison to V SG -based control 

m ethod under low SCR operating conditions. The com bination o f the predictive frequency 

support w ith SG -based voltage support has been shown to be stable during fault studies 

that have been perform ed. The key takeaway point identified from  this research endeavor is 

that for the study system considered in this paper, the M BPC -based control m ethod is m ore 

stable and gives better perform ance in term s o f frequency nadir and steady state improve-

J (x) = A1 (Mfi f [k + 1 ] ( (U )4 [ k + 1] co s(6a) + t \ x (M fi f [k ] ) ( c o s (6a) )2 -  U va [k + 1] 

cos( 6a) -  h (t2) ia [ k + 1] sin (6a) X -  htlX2 (Mf if [ k ]) cos( 6a) sin (6a) + hti 

Va[k + 1] sin (6a)X + (t2 ) ib[k + 1] cos(6b) + t i x (Mfif [k ] ) (c o s (6b) )2 -  t iv b [k + 1] 

c o s(6b) -  h (t2) ib [k + 1] s in (6b)x -  h t1x 2(M fif [k ]) co s(6b) sin(6b) + h t1 

vb [k + 1] sin (6b)x + (t2) ic [k + 1] co s(6C) + t 1x (M fif [k ] ) (c o s (6 c))2 -  t 1vc [k + 1] 

co s(6C) -  h (t2) ic [k + 1] s in (6C)x -  h t1x 2(M fif [k ]) co s(6C) s in (6C) + h t1 

Vc [k + 1] sin(6C)x) -  Tm [k + 2 ])2 + A2 (wn -  x )2
(16)
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m ent for scenarios with high penetration o f PE-based resources. Furtherm ore, theoretical 

proofs for superior perform ance o f the proposed control m ethod are provided along with 

validation o f real-tim e perform ance o f the proposed control m ethod.

APPENDIX

In this section, a detailed derivation for J  (x) used in the analysis o f unconstrained 

optim ization section is presented. B y substituting Te from  (2a) into (5), J (x )  can be w ritten 

as given in (17).

J ( x ) = X\ (Mfif [k ] (ia [k + 2] co s(6sg [k + 2])

+ ib[k + 2] co s(6sg[k + 2] -  2n/3)

+ ic[k + 2] cos(6sg[k + 2] -  4 n / 3 ) ) -  Tm[k + 2 ])2

2
+ d.2 (w D — X)

(17)

To obtain the final J (x ) ,  the following steps are followed: a) 6sg at the [k + 2 ]th 

instant based on (3) and ij at the [k + 2 ]th instant based on (1) are substituted into (17), b) ey 

at [k + 1 ]st based on (2b) is substituted into (1) w hile calculating for ij at the [k + 2 ]th instant, 

and c) once the above steps are com pleted, a small signal approxim ation is applied: i.e. the 

cosine and sine term s in which the angles (hx) are very small (hx < <  1) are substituted 

w ith 1 and hx respectively. The final form  of J ( x ) after com pleting all these steps is given 

in (16).
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IV. SUITE OF SOLUTIONS FOR REDUCING MOMENTARY CESSATION IN 
PV/HYBRID PV PLANTS IN LOW SCR AND LOW INERTIA GRIDS

ABSTRACT

W ith the increased penetration o f power electronic (PE) based loads and sources, 

advanced solutions m ay be required for the enhancem ent of grid stability in regions w ith low 

short circuit ratio (SCR) and low inertia grids. The requirem ent of advanced solutions arises 

from  the gradual paradigm  shift o f the electric grid from  the traditional electric m achine 

dom inant system to a high penetration o f PE-based system. O ne o f the m ajor challenges 

with such systems in recent tim es is the m om entary cessation during ac grid transm ission 

faults. D uring m om entary cessation, PE-based resources cease to operate, thus creating 

probable reliability challenges for the grid. In this paper, potential feasible options to provide 

continuity o f operation during such scenarios are presented. The options are considered 

through identifying upgrades in existing photovoltaic (PV) plants (discrete PV  plants) 

and upgrades in existing and upcom ing discrete developm ent of PV  and energy storage 

systems (ESS). The latter is term ed as discrete hybrid PV  plants. Additionally, an advanced 

concept o f integrated developm ent o f PV  and ESS connecting to ac transm ission grid and 

high-voltage direct current (HVdc) links called m ulti-port autonom ous reconfigurable solar 

power plant (M ARS). A  technical com parison is perform ed betw een different types of 

solutions (discrete PV, discrete hybrid PV, and M ARS) for operating PV  plants in low SCR 

and low inertia  grids. The developed new solutions are evaluated in the PSC A D /EM TD C 

sim ulation environm ent under different grid event scenarios.

Keywords: D iscrete developm ent, PV, ESS, synchronous condenser, low SCR, m ulti-port,

M ARS
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1. INTRODUCTION

There has been a significant drop in the levelized cost o f electricity  (LCOE) of 

utility-scale photovoltaic (PV) power plants in the United States in the past decade. These 

econom ic benefits have led to increased interest in PV power plants. In addition to the 

increased interest in PV  power plants, utilities are m andating increased energy storage 

system (ESS) installations [1]. As the penetration o f PV and hybrid PV-ESS plants increase 

in the grid, there w ill be plants that connect to low short-circuit ratio (SCR) and low inertia 

grids.

D uring transm ission line faults, several utility-scale state-of-the-art PV plants and 

hybrid PV plants m om entarily cease to operate [2] [3]. This phenom enon m ay be detrim ental 

to the stability o f the system. A lthough em ploying m om entary cessation is acceptable 

for power electronic (PE) based inverters connected in distribution systems, it may cause 

instability in the bulk transm ission system [4]. The Blue C ut fire disturbance and the Canyon 

fire disturbance occurred on August 16, 2016 and O ctober 9, 2017 are exam ple incidents 

where m om entary cessation utilized in PE-based resources played an im portant role in the 

w idespread loss o f solar PV  generation [5] [6]. Sim ilar behavior was also observed in 

incidents recorded in 2018 and 2020 [7] [8]. Based on these events, recom m endations for 

integration o f future PE-based resources include: a) the use o f m om entary cessation should 

be as infrequent as possible; b) the m axim um  am ount o f active power (P poc) and reactive 

power (Qpoc) that PE-based resources can provide during a transm ission line fault should 

be utilized; c) PE-based resources should not trip w ithin the “no trip zone” defined in the 

PRC-024-2 standard [9]; and d) studies are needed that em ploy detailed electrom agnetic 

transient m odels [10].

Very few studies have been perform ed on m om entary cessation and its effects on 

transm ission system stability in low SCR and inertia  grids [11][12][4][13]. In [11][12], 

the effects o f m om entary cessation on power system transient stability are studied and a
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critical operating point o f m om entary cessation is proposed such that the power system 

is stable. The proposed m ethod is tested using PSS/e on a system w here the PE-based 

resources provide the m ajority o f power. In [4], an inverter m odel including m om entary 

cessation during balanced three-phase faults is developed in PSS/e. In [13], suggestions to 

m inim ize m om entary cessation based on acquired field experiences o f PV  plants, Type III 

and Type IV  w ind generator responses under transm ission line system faults are presented. 

R ather than providing solutions for continuity o f operation during norm al and abnorm al grid 

conditions, these studies assum e m om entary cessation o f inverter-based resources during 

grid voltage disturbances. On the contrary, solutions to provide continuity o f operation 

(w ithout m om entary cessation) during different transm ission line faults in state-of-the-art 

discrete PV and hybrid discrete PV  plants connected to low SCR and low inertia  grids are 

proposed in this research work. These types o f plants w ill need additional upgrades to ensure 

continuity  of operation under faults [14][15]. A dditional upgrades m ay include com bination 

o f synchronous condensers, shunt capacitor banks, and dam pers in PV  plants and hybrid PV 

plants. Alternatively, PV and ESS that can connect to high-voltage direct current (HVdc) 

and/or high-voltage alternating current transm ission grids may also be considered [16]. 

This scenario leads to the discrete developm ent o f PV  inverters, ESS inverters, associated 

upgrades, and several transform ers in future grids w ith a high penetration o f renewables.

One o f the m ajor challenges w ith discrete PV  plants and discrete hybrid PV  plants 

is ensuring transient stability. Transient instability may arise from  grid disturbances such 

as transm ission line faults and from  control interactions [5][6][7]. In addition to the 

aforem entioned discrete PV  plants and discrete hybrid PV  plants, new solutions such as 

the integrated developm ent o f PV  and ESS connecting to high-voltage ac transm ission grid 

and HVdc links through m ulti-port autonom ous reconfigurable solar power plants (M ARS) 

m ay also be considered [17].The M ARS system solution, which has been shown to provide 

continuity  of operations under transm ission line faults [17] [18], is also evaluated in this 

paper. W ith the M ARS system, problem s such as increased cost, lower reliability, and
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reduced efficiency associated w ith discrete developm ent o f PV inverters, ESS inverters, 

HV dc converter, and several transform ers in future grids can be reduced. The M A R S-type 

solution may be leveraged in the presence o f HV dc links [16] and/or for direct connection 

to high-voltage transm ission ac grids.

In summary, in this research work: a) options to provide continuity o f operation dur

ing balanced and unbalanced transm ission line faults for state-of-art PV plants and hybrid 

PV plants in low SCR and low inertia grids are presented; b) detailed EM T m odels are devel

oped for discrete PV plants, discrete hybrid PV plants, and M ARS in the PSCA D /EM TD C 

sim ulation environm ent; and c) technical com parison is presented betw een the M ARS 

system  and hybrid PV plants for different potential upgrade options.

2. OPTIONS TO REDUCE MOMENTARY CESSATION

State-of-the-art utility-scale PV plants are large generation systems that are con

nected to the high-voltage ac transm ission grid. These large PV plants have m ultiple 

m edium -voltage radial feeders. They include m any com ponents such as PV arrays, cooling 

systems, and transm ission substation apparatus (power transform ers and circuit breakers). 

A  typical PV power plant schem atic is shown below in Figure 1. These PV plants do not

Figure 1. Typical PV power plant
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have any rotating parts to contribute to inertial or prim ary frequency response support. As 

the penetration o f PE-based generation and loads such as these plants increase in the grid, 

the following stability concerns have been identified:

1. Post-contingency instabilities, especially during high renew able and low load condi

tions, m ay be observed [16].

2. M om entary cessations and/or trips or shutdown in PV  plants during faults may lead 

to frequency deviations [5][6][7].

3. Fast changes in inertia and reduced prim ary frequency response m ay be observed 

during loss o f generations.

There are three possible options to provide improved stability with the increased 

penetration o f PE-based generations. They are: (a) discrete developm ent o f PV  plants with 

upgrades, (b) discrete developm ent o f PV and ESS plants with upgrades, and (c) a M A R S 

system that connects directly to the H V dc and high-voltage transm ission ac grid.

2.1. UPGRADES IN DISCRETE DEVELOPMENT OF PV PLANTS

The upgrades included in state-of-the-art PV  plants for continuity of operation during 

grid disturbances are synchronous condensers, shunt capacitors, and dam pers re-sized to 

ensure stable operation o f plant w ith lower harm onics. A n overview o f state-of-the-art PV 

plants with upgrades is illustrated in Figure 2.

2.1.1. Models for Large Scale PV Plant. The PV plants are m odeled as an ag

gregation o f m ultiple inverters, distribution lines, and transform ers into one inverter and 

transform er in PSCAD. The aggregated m odel consists of a PV  array, a boost converter, 

and an inverter that includes filters, transform ers, and scaling com ponents. The PV  array 

generates power as a function o f tem perature and irradiation. The boost converter controls 

the dc voltage o f the inverter to transfer the required power from  the PV. Additionally, there
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Figure 2. State-of-the-art PV  plants with upgrades

are inverter and power plant controllers. The inverter controller controls the active power 

and reactive power dispatches. It m ay also control the voltage and frequency locally. The 

power plant controller identifies ride-through requirem ents and introduces voltage support 

at the term inals o f the PV  plant. A  scaling com ponent is used to m odel several units of 

inverters and distribution lines/transform ers in the PV plants [19].

2.2. UPGRADES IN DISCRETE DEVELOPMENT OF PV AND ESS PLANTS

The upgrades included in the state-of-the-art hybrid PV  plant include synchronous 

condensers, shunt capacitors, and dam pers re-sized to ensure stable operation o f plant with 

lower harm onics. They are shown and highlighted in Figure 3.

2.2.1. Models for Large Scale Hybrid PV Plants. The PV  plants in hybrid PV 

plants are m odeled in a sim ilar way as described in Section 2.1.1. The ESS plants are 

also m odeled based on an aggregated m odel that represents m ultiple inverters as a single 

inverter. The m odel consists o f a battery and an inverter that includes filters, transform ers, 

and scaling com ponents. The scaling com ponent is sim ilar to that used in the PV  plant in 

[19].
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Figure 3. State-of-the-art hybrid PV  plants with upgrades

2.3. MARS

2.3.1. MARS System Architecture. The architecture o f the M ARS system is 

shown in Figure 4. The M ARS system is a three-phase system with six arm s in total. 

Each arm  consists o f norm al sub m odules (SM s), PV, and ESS-SM s. The PV  systems in 

each PV-SM  are connected to the SM  through either isolated or non-isolated dc-dc con

verters. The ESS systems in each ESS-SM  are connected through a bidirectional dc-dc 

converter. The detailed m odeling o f the M ARS system is described in [17] [18] [20].

2.3.2. MARS Control System. The control architecture in the M ARS system is 

hierarchical in nature. It consists o f the following functionalities: (a) voltage and frequency 

support to the ac grid, active and reactive power control, dc voltage link  control, current 

control (ac current control, dc current control, and circulating current control), and energy 

balancing control in the L1 controller; (b) capacitor voltage balancing control in the L2 

controller; and (c) PV  and ESS SM s power control in the L3 controller [17] [18]. The 

voltage and frequency support to the ac grid can be designed using either grid forming 

control m ethods such as synchronverter based control [18] or grid following control m ethods
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Transmission I 
ac Grid j

Figure 4. O verview  o f the M ARS system architecture

such as virtual synchronous generator (VSG) based control [17]. In this paper, a VSG-based 

control m ethod is employed in the M ARS system power plant. The detailed im plem entation 

o f the entire control architecture o f the M ARS system is described in [17].

3. PLANT INFORMATION AND UPGRADE NEEDS

In this study, the following plants are studied: (a) a PV plant w ith and w ithout 

upgrades; (b) hybrid PV  plants w ith and w ithout upgrades, and (c) a M ARS system when 

they are connected to an W estern Interconnection (W I) based ac grid w ith very low SCR 

o f 2 and inertia 11 at V ictorville, California. The frequency dynam ics o f the ac grid are 

accurately included based on the data-driven approach [21].
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3.1. MARS PLANT AT VICTORVILLE

The num ber of each type o f SM s required in the M ARS plant at V ictorville, C al

ifornia is tabulated in Table 1. The size o f the PV  and ESS SMs is determ ined based on 

utilizing 200 A, 3.3 kV SiC devices. The total num ber o f SM s per arm  is determ ined by the 

dc-link voltage at the location.

Table 1. V ictorville M ARS system param eters

Param eter Value
System rating 2000 M W
dc bus voltage (Vdc) ±525 kV
ac side voltage (Vac) 500 kV
PV  system power rating (PPV) 1000 M W
ESS system power rating (P e s s ) 389.8 M W
ESS system energy rating (E e s s ) 1232.3 M W h
N um ber o f norm al SM s per arm  (Nnorm) 111
N um ber o f PV  SMs per arm  (NPV) 208
N um ber o f ESS SM s per arm  (NESS) 81
Total num ber o f SM s per arm  (N) 400
A rm  inductance (L0) 90.0 m H
A rm  resistance (R0) 0.1 Q
G rid side inductance (Ls) 40.0 m H
G rid side resistance (Rs) 0.83333 Q
SM  capacitor voltage (Vsm ) 2.625 kV
SM  capacitance 20.0 m F
Power rating o f PV  and ESS SMs 800 kW

3.2. PV PLANT AND HYBRID PV PLANT INFORMATION

The PV  plant in both the state-of-the-art PV  plant and the state-of-the-art hybrid 

PV  plant is rated at 1000 M W  (for a large plant) and is connected to a power transform er 

o f 33 kV/500kV (based on typical voltages). The 500 kV side o f the power transform er 

is connected to the ac grid m odel of the W estern Electric Coordinating Council (W ECC). 

The ac grid m odel o f the W EC C  is described in [21]. The ESS plant is rated 389.8 MW.
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Each inverter unit in the discrete PV plant and the discrete hybrid PV plants is rated 800 

kW. There are 1248 inverter units in the PV plants o f the discrete PV plant and the discrete 

hybrid PV plant. Each o f the 486 inverter units in the ESS plant are also rated 800 kW.

3.3. SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSERS TO INCREASE SCR

In the scenarios o f a high penetration o f PE-based systems and a low traditional 

synchronous m achine resource based system , the ac grid  short circuit strength m ight be 

quite low. This inadequacy in providing sufficient short circuit strength m ay lead to stability 

problem s w hile connecting newer PE-based systems. One o f the potential solutions to 

such problem s is installing synchronous condensers in the system. Therefore, synchronous 

condensers are installed as an “upgrade” in the ac grid to ensure stable operation o f the 

discrete PV plant and the discrete hybrid PV plant considered in this study. The objective 

o f installing synchronous condensers in the low SCR and low inertia  grids along w ith these 

plants is to increase the SCR o f the grid.

3.3.1. Selection of Synchronous Condensers Rating. The synchronous condenser 

installed in the ac grid is m odeled based on a G EN RO U  synchronous m achine m odel w ith 

an IEEE Type-1 excitation system  m odel. There is no governor attached to the turbine of

O  _40 -

-60 L________ i_________i_________i_________i_________l
4.95 5 5.05 5.1 5.15 5.2 5.25

T im e  (s e c s )

Figure 5. PO C instantaneous grid voltage and currents for PV plant w ith synchronous 
condenser rating = 500 MVA
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Figure 6. PO C instantaneous grid voltage and currents for PV plant w ith synchronous 
condenser rating = 1000 MVA

Figure 7. PO C instantaneous grid voltage and currents for PV plant w ith synchronous 
condenser rating = 1500 MVA

T im e  (s e c s )

Figure 8. PO C instantaneous grid voltage and currents for PV plant w ith synchronous 
condenser rating = 2000 MVA
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Figure 9. PO C instantaneous grid voltage and currents for PV plant w ith synchronous 
condenser rating = 2500 MVA

the m achine. The synchronous condensers are installed on the low voltage side o f the power 

transform er. The selection o f synchronous condenser ratings is based on the design studies 

perform ed for stable operation o f PV plants and hybrid PV plants. In these studies, the 

total synchronous condenser rating is varied proportional to the PV plant rating. Sim ulation 

studies are perform ed in the PSC A D  environm ent for synchronous condenser ratings of 

500 MVA (1 o f the PV plant rating), 1000 MVA (the PV plant rating), 1500 MVA (1.5 of 

the PV plant rating), 2000 MVA (tw ice the PV plant rating), and 2500 MVA (2.5 tim es 

the PV plant rating). The PO C instantaneous grid voltages and PO C instantaneous grid 

currents at the PV plant for different synchronous condenser ratings are shown in Figure 5 

-  Figure 9. It is observed from  Figure 5 -  Figure 8 that the PO C instantaneous grid 

voltages and currents have oscillations during three-phase fault conditions. In these cases, 

in addition to the oscillations observed during fault period, the TH D  on the high voltage 

side is above the recom m ended lim its o f IEEE 519-2014 [22] during pre- and post-fault 

conditions. In Figure 9, the POC instantaneous grid voltages and currents are devoid of 

any oscillations. Based on these sim ulation analyses and observations, the rating o f the 

synchronous condenser is identified to be 2500 MVA for stable and reliable operation o f the 

PV plant. Based on a sim ilar design approach, the synchronous condenser rating required
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Table 2. Param eters o f synchronous condensers

Param eter Value
Total synchronous condenser rating 
(for discrete PV  plant)

2500 MVA

Total synchronous condenser rating 
(for discrete hybrid PV  plant)

3500 MVA

Rated RM S voltage (LL) 20 kV

Inertia constant (H)
4.1214
MW .s/M VA

D am ping (D) 1.0 p.u.

for stable and reliable operation o f the hybrid PV  plant is identified to be 3500 M W  (2.5 

tim es the hybrid PV  plant rating). W ith the installation o f the synchronous condensers with 

identified rating, the SCR of the system is increased to 9.169. Based on a sim ilar design 

approach, the synchronous condenser rating required for stable and reliable operation o f the 

hybrid PV  plant is identified to be 3500 M W  (2.5 tim es the hybrid PV plant rating). In  this 

case, the system SCR is identified to be 5.345.

The dynam ic param eters o f the G EN RO U  m odel are based on typical values o f syn

chronous m achines. The rating and the dynam ic param eters o f the synchronous condensers 

are tabulated in Table 2. The rating o f the synchronous condensers is different for the 

discrete PV  plant and the discrete hybrid PV  plant, but the per unit dynam ic param eters are 

the same.

3.4. SHUNT CAPACITOR BANKS AND DAMPERS TO REDUCE THD

In the M ARS system, the total harm onic distortion (THD) on the high-voltage side 

(500 kV) is well w ithin the recom m ended lim its specified in IEEE 519-2014 [22]. The 

m ulti-level nature of the voltage generated helps w ith m aintaining the TH D  below the 

prescribed lim its. H ence, no additional capacitor banks and/or dam pers are necessary in 

M ARS. In contrast to the M ARS systems, the TH D  of the high-voltage side o f the discrete
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PV and the hybrid PV plants is greater than the recom m end lim its specified in IEEE 519

2014 [22]. Therefore it is necessary to install shunt capacitor banks along w ith upgrading 

dam pers in the PV plant and hybrid PV plants to ensure that the TH D  o f the plant is below 

the recom m ended lim its. The shunt capacitors are installed on the low-voltage side (33 

kV) o f the power transform er based on the guidelines described in [19]. The dam pers are 

installed on the low-voltage side o f the PV inverter transform er in the PV plants and on the 

low-voltage side o f ESS inverter transform er [19]. The dam pers are upgraded accordingly 

to ensure TH D  and TD D  recom m ended lim its o f IEEE 519-2014 are met.

3.4.1. PV Plant. The TH D of the high-voltage side (500 kV) grid voltage o f the PV 

plant is shown in Figure 10 w ith and w ithout shunt capacitors. It is observed from  Figure 10 

that w ith the installation o f 100 ^ F  shunt capacitor banks on the low voltage side (33 kV) 

o f the power transform er and upgrading dam pers on the low voltage side o f the PV inverter 

transform er, the TH D  reduces to the recom m ended lim its o f 1.5% (average value). W ithout 

installation o f shunt capacitors and dam pers the TH D  of approxim ately 12% is considerably 

above the recom m ended lim its. The total dem and distortion (TDD) o f the grid  current of 

PV plant at the high-voltage side is shown in Figure 11. It is observed from  Figure 11 that 

the TD D  is 1.75% w ithout the installation o f shunt capacitors and dam pers. It is observed 

from  Figure 11 that the TD D  is reduced to 0.4%  ( i.e. w ithin the recom m ended lim its) w ith

Q § a

Without Capacitors & dampers 
With Capacitors & dampers _

^AAAT\A/AAr\n/\^^

T im e  (s e c s )

Figure 10. TH D on high-voltage side (500 kV) o f PV plant
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Figure 11. TD D  o f grid currents on high-voltage o f PV plant

the installation o f shunt capacitors and dampers. The TH D  of the grid voltages and TD D  of 

grid currents on the low-voltage side for the PV plants are below the recom m ended lim its 

w ith and w ithout shunt capacitors and dam per upgrades.

3.4.2. Hybrid PV Plant. The TH D  o f the high-voltage side (500 kV) grid voltage 

o f the hybrid PV plant is shown in Figure 12 w ith and w ithout shunt capacitors. It is 

observed from  Figure 12 that w ith the installation o f 40 ^ F  shunt capacitor banks on the 

low-voltage side (33 kV) o f each o f the power transform er in the PV and ESS plants and 

upgrading dam pers on the low-voltage side o f the PV inverter transform er and ESS inverter 

transform er, the TH D  reduces to the recom m ended lim its o f 1.0% (average value). W ithout

Figure 12. TH D  on high-voltage side (500 kV) o f hybrid PV plant
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Figure 13. TD D  o f grid currents on the high-voltage side o f hybrid PV plant

installation o f shunt capacitors and dam pers, the TH D is well above the recom m ended lim its 

(> >  1.5%). The total dem and distortion (TDD) o f the grid current o f the PV plant at the 

high voltage side is shown in Figure 13. It is observed from  Figure 13 that the TD D  is well 

above the recom m ended lim its (> >  1.5%) w ithout the installation o f shunt capacitors and 

dam pers. It is observed from  Figure 13 that the TD D  is reduced to 0.4%  ( i.e. w ithin the 

recom m ended lim its) w ith the installation o f shunt capacitors and dam pers. The TH D  of 

the grid voltages and TD D  o f the grid currents on the low-voltage side for hybrid PV plants 

are below the recom m ended lim its w ith and w ithout shunt capacitors and dam per upgrades.

4. PSCAD SIMULATION RESULTS

O ne o f the objectives o f this study is to com pare the PV and hybrid PV plants 

w ith additional upgrades w ith M ARS. The perform ance criteria  is based on provision of 

continuity o f operation that include a provision o f continuity o f operations and Qpoc support 

under transm ission line balanced and unbalanced faults. The PV and ESS power available 

to provide support during disturbances are kept the same in all o f the proposed options 

in com parison to the M ARS system. In all o f the plants, the following two use cases are 

considered: (a) a balanced three-phase fault at t = 5.0 s w ith a duration o f 0.2 s; and (b) a 

line-to-line fault at t = 6.0 s w ith a duration o f 0.2 s.
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4.1. PV PLANT + UPGRADES

4.1.1. Use Case 1: Three-Phase Fault. The PV plant is operating at a PV power 

dispatch (P ac) o f 390 MW. A  three-phase fault is sim ulated on the transm ission line betw een 

the ac grid and the PV plant at t = 5.0 s w ith a fault duration o f 0.2 s. A fter 0.2 s, the 

fault is self-cleared. D uring the three-phase fault, the PV plant alone failed to provide 

continuity  o f service (if operated w ithout any additional upgrades). W ith the installation of 

synchronous condenser, shunt capacitors, and dam pers, the PV plant was able to provide 

continuity o f service as well as Qpoc support during three-phase fault as shown in Figure 14

Figure 14. POC RM S grid voltage, P poc and Qpoc o f the PV plant w ith SCR 2 and inertia  11

Figure 15. PO C instantaneous grid voltage during a three-phase fault for PV plant w ith SCR 
2 and inertia  11
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and Figure 15. From  Figure 14b, it is observed that: a) the PV plant provides continuity 

of operation through pre-fault, during the fault, and post fault conditions; b) during the 

three-phase fault, the Q poc provided by the PV plant is sim ilar to the Q poc provided by the 

M ARS system  as shown in Figure 20b; and c) during the three-phase fault, the P poc provided 

by PV plant is 300 M W  approximately, w hereas the P poc provided by M ARS is 350 M W  

approxim ately as shown in Figure 20b. From  Figure 15, the instantaneous three-phase grid 

voltages at the PO C are observed to be free o f oscillations indicating voltage stability at the 

POC.

4.1.2. Use Case 2: Line-to-Line Fault. A  line-to-line fault is sim ulated on the 

transm ission line betw een the ac grid  and the PV plant at t = 6.0 s with the fault duration 

o f 0.2 s. D uring the line-to-line fault, the PV plant alone failed to provide continuity of 

service (if operated w ithout any additional upgrades). W ith the installation o f synchronous 

condensers, shunt capacitors and upgrading dam pers, the PV plant was able to provide 

continuity o f service during the line-to-line fault as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 16. 

In this use case, it is observed from  Figure 14b that the Q poc provided by the PV plant 

is approxim ately 4.25x the am ount o f Q poc provided by the M ARS system  as shown in 

Figure 20b. Additionally, it is observed from  the figure that the Ppoc provided by PV plant

Figure 16. POC instantaneous grid  voltage during a line-to-line fault for PV plant with SCR 
2 and inertia 11
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is sim ilar to the P poc provided by the M ARS system. From  Figure 16, the instantaneous 

three-phase grid voltages at the POC are free o f oscillations indicating voltage stability at 

the POC.

4.2. HYBRID PV PLANT + UPGRADES

4.2.1. Use Case 1: Three-Phase Fault. The hybrid PV plant is operating at a PV 

power dispatch P ac o f 390 MW. This scenario indicates that the net P poc generated by PV 

plant is used to charge the ESS plants sim ilar to the operating case in the M ARS system. 

A  three-phase fault is sim ulated on the transm ission line betw een the ac grid and the PV 

plant at t = 4.0 s w ith a fault duration o f 0.2 s. A fter 0.2 s, the fault is self-cleared. During 

the three-phase fault, the hybrid PV plant alone failed to provide continuity o f service (if 

operated w ithout any additional upgrades).

W ith the installation o f synchronous condenser, shunt capacitors, and upgrading 

dam pers at PV and ESS plants, the hybrid PV plant was able to provide continuity of 

service as well as Qpoc support during the three-phase fault as shown in Figure 17 and

Figure 17. PO C RM S grid voltage, P poc and Qpoc o f the hybrid PV plant w ith SCR 2 and 
inertia  11
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Figure 18. POC instantaneous grid voltage during a three-phase fault for hybrid PV plant 
w ith SCR 2 and inertia  11

Figure 18. From  Figure 17, it is observed that the hybrid PV plant provides continuity of 

operation during the fault and post fault. It is observed from  Figure 17b and Figure 17c that 

the Ppoc generated from  the PV plant is used to charge the ESS plant. During the three-phase 

fault, the P poc is reduced to 315 M W  and in the M ARS system  the P poc is reduced to 357 

MW. From  this observation, it can be inferred that both the discrete hybrid PV plant and the 

M ARS system  provide continuity o f operation during the three-phase fault. In hybrid PV 

plants, the Qpoc is provided by the PV and ESS plants. During the three-phase fault, it is 

observed from  Figure 17b and Figure 17c that the total Qpoc provided by the ESS plant and 

PV plant is sim ilar to the Qpoc provided by the M ARS system  as shown in Figure 20b. From  

Figure 18, the instantaneous three-phase grid voltages at the PO C are free o f oscillations 

indicating voltage stability at the POC.

4.2.2. Use Case 2: Line-to-Line Fault. A line-to-line fault is sim ulated on the 

transm ission line betw een the ac grid and the hybrid PV plant at t = 5.0 s w ith a fault 

duration o f 0.2 s. D uring the line-to-line fault, the hybrid PV plant alone failed to provide 

continuity o f service ( if  operated w ithout any additional upgrades). W ith the installation 

o f synchronous condensers, shunt capacitors, and dam pers, the hybrid PV plant was able 

to provide continuity o f service during the line-to-line fault as shown in Figure 17 and
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Figure 19. POC instantaneous grid  voltage during a line-to-line fault for hybrid PV plant 
with SCR 2 and inertia 11

Figure 19. In this use case, it is observed from  Figure 17b and Figure 17c that the total 

Qpoc provided by the hybrid PV plant (from  the PV plant and the ESS plant) is 4.25x the 

am ount o f Q poc provided by the M ARS system  as shown in Figure 20b. A lso from  these 

figures it is observed that the P poc is reduced to 325 M W  during line-to-line fault and in the 

M ARS system  the P poc is reduced to 325 MW. As in the case of three-phase fault, it is also 

inferred that both the discrete hybrid PV plant and the M ARS plant provide continuity o f 

operation during the line-to-line fault too. From  Figure 19, the instantaneous three-phase 

grid  voltages at the POC are free of oscillations indicating voltage stability at the POC.

4.3. MARS

4.3.1. Use Case 1: Three-Phase Fault. The M ARS plant is operating at an ac 

power dispatch P ac = P dc o f 650 MW. In this operating condition, the total active power 

provided by the PV SM s is utilized to charge the ESS systems. A three-phase fault is 

sim ulated on the transm ission line betw een the ac grid  and the M ARS plant at t = 4.0 s with 

the fault duration of 0.2 s. A fter 0.2 s, the fault is self-cleared. D uring the three-phase fault, 

the M ARS plant is able to provide continuity o f service w ithout any additional upgrades as 

shown in Figure 20a and Figure 20b. It is observed from  Figure 20b, the P poc provided by
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Figure 20. POC RM S grid voltage, P poc and Q poc o f the M ARS system during a three-phase 
fault for SCR = 2 and inertia = 1 1

Figure 21. Instantaneous ac grid  voltage for SCR = 2 and inertia = 1 1  during a three-phase 
fault

the M ARS system  at PO C is reduced to 357 M W  during the three-phase fault and the total 

active power generated from  PV  SM s is used for charging the ESS SM s. From  Figure 20b 

it is observed that the Q poc support o f 310 M VAr is provided by the M ARS system  during 

the three-phase fault. The instantaneous three-phase grid  voltages at the PO C are shown in 

Figure 21. From  the figure, it is observed that there are no undesired oscillations causing 

instabilities during the three-phase fault and post fault periods.
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Figure 22. Instantaneous ac grid  voltage for SC R = 2 and inertia = 1 1  during a line-to-line 
fault

4.3.2. Use Case 2: Line-to-Line Fault. A  line-to-line fault is sim ulated on the 

transm ission line betw een the ac grid  and the M ARS plant at t = 5.0 s w ith the fault duration 

of 0.2 s for the same operating condition described in Section 4.3.1. D uring the line-to- 

line fault, the M ARS plant is able to provide continuity o f service w ithout any additional 

upgrades as shown in Figure 20b. It is observed from  Figure 20b, the P poc provided by 

the M ARS system  at POC is reduced to 325 M W  during the line-to-line fault and the Q poc 

support o f 850 M VAr is provided by the M ARS system  during the line-to-line fault. The 

instantaneous three-phase grid  voltages at the POC are shown in Figure 22. From  the figure, 

it is observed that there are no undesired oscillations causing instabilities during the fault, 

pre-fault, and post fault periods.

5. DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the technical m erits o f the M ARS plant in com parison to the discrete 

hybrid PV plant are presented. Additionally, the upgrade requirem ents for providing conti

nuity o f operation during transm ission line balanced and unbalanced faults in discrete PV 

plant and discrete hybrid PV plant are presented. The technical m erits o f the M ARS plant
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include: (a) provision o f continuity o f operation w ith and w ithout additional control algo

rithm s used for voltage support during transm ission line balanced and unbalanced faults; 

(b) TH D  and TD D  requirem ents are always below the recom m endation lim its o f IEEE 519

2014 [22]; and (c) stable Q p0c is always provided during balanced and unbalanced faults 

at different locations and different fault m agnitudes. The M ARS plant provides continuity 

o f operation even w hen connected to low SCR and low inertia ac grids because o f these 

technical m erits.

The discrete PV  plant and the discrete hybrid PV  plant w ithout upgrades could not 

provide continuity  o f operation during balanced and unbalanced transm ission line faults 

for the same operating conditions and ac grid conditions as in  the M ARS system when 

connecting to a low SCR and low inertia  grid. The m ain reason for such behavior is 

insufficient short circuit strength in the ac grid that led to unstable operation o f the discrete 

PV  and discrete hybrid PV  plant. To ensure continuity  of operation and enhanced stability, 

additional reinforcem ents such as synchronous condensers, shunt capacitors, and dam pers 

were installed in  the system. The synchronous condensers im proved the short circuit 

strength o f the system and enhanced the stability o f the connected plant. Shunt capacitors 

and dam pers were also installed in  the system to reduce the harm onics produced by the PV  

and ESS plant inverters. A  detailed com parison o f the perform ance of discrete hybrid PV

Table 3. Perform ance com parison betw een M ARS and hybrid PV plant

Fault m agnitude Fault distance M ARS D iscrete hybrid PV  plant
1.435 a long STABLE STABLE
1.435 a m edium STABLE further analysis required
1.435 a short STABLE further analysis required
5.435 a long STABLE STABLE
5.435 a m edium STABLE further analysis required
5.435 a short STABLE further analysis required

25.435 a long STABLE STABLE
25.435 a m edium STABLE STABLE
25.435 a short STABLE STABLE
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plants w ith the M ARS plant at different locations with different fault m agnitudes during 

balanced and unbalanced transm ission line faults were analyzed and tabulated in Table 3. 

From  this fault analysis, it is observed that the M ARS power plants could provide stable 

Qpoc in all o f the scenarios irrespective o f the fault location and fault m agnitude. For the 

balanced faults, the hybrid PV  plant could only provide stable Qpoc support in the scenarios 

w here the fault location was at a long distance (600 km ). Further analysis is required for 

the scenarios where the fault location is closer to the plant (60 km ) and fault location is at 

a m edium  distance (300 km ), as initial studies have indicated unstable operation w ithout 

control and/or further hardw are reinforcem ents. For the unbalanced faults, the hybrid PV 

plant could provide stable Qpoc in all o f the scenarios.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a set o f solutions that enable PE-interfaced resources that con

nect to low SCR and low inertia  grids to operate w ithout m om entary cessation. The 

solutions include: (a) addition o f traditional upgrades such as synchronous condensers, 

shunt capacitors, and dam pers to state-of-the-art PV  plants and hybrid PV  plants so that 

they can provide voltage support (ensuring continuity o f operation during balanced and 

unbalanced transm ission line faults); and, (b) integrated PV-ESS plants that connect to 

HV dc and high-voltage ac transm ission grids (M ARS). The proposed solutions were eval

uated under different operating conditions and fault types using EM T m odels developed 

in PSC A D /EM TD C envirom ent. In addition to evaluating different solutions, a technical 

com parison is provided betw een the M ARS system and the discrete hybrid PV  plants. 

The M ARS system provides continuity o f operation w ithout any additional ac upgrades. 

This may potentially reduce the redundancy o f PE-based resources and additional upgrade 

requirem ents, im proving reliability and reducing the overall cost.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSION

The dissertation is m ainly focused on three aspects, they are: m odeling, control, and 

application of M ARS. The first research goal o f this dissertation is to develop and im ple

m ent advanced grid forming predictive control m ethod in real-tim e for M ARS to provide 

frequency support and voltage support during grid side disturbances. To achieve this goal, 

the need o f developing ultra fast high fidelity sim ulation m odels was of param ount im por

tance. Therefore, an ultra fast C PU  sim ulation algorithm  to sim ulate the M ARS system 

based on statespace m odels, hybrid discretization algorithm  w ith a relaxation technique that 

reduces the im posed com putational burden is developed. Also, SG -based control m eth

ods based on classical control m ethods were developed. The proposed control m ethods 

were im plem ented, tested and evaluated for M ARS Pittsburg in PSC A D /EM TD C and also 

com pared w ith grid following control m ethod. The second m ain research objective is to 

propose M ARS as one o f the suite o f solutions to m om entary cessation problem s. Solutions 

based on PV  plant w ith upgrades and hybrid PV  plants w ith upgrades were also proposed. 

These solutions were tested and evaluated for large utility-scale PV  and hybrid plants in 

PSC A D /EM TD C environm ent. A  detailed com parison betw een discrete developm ent of 

PV  and ESS connecting to transm ission ac grid and H V dc links and M ARS has been per

form ed to establish the benefits o f integrated developm ent o f PV, ESS and HV dc systems. 

Future avenues o f research m ight include developing M A R S-based m ulti-term inal direct 

current (M T dc) systems connecting m ultiple asynchronous grids and developing control 

algorithm s for those systems.
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